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PREFÄCE TO THE IM DATÄ MANUAL

The Executive Body of the Convention on Long-range
Transboundary Äir Poilution (ECE) decided to start an
international Pilot Programme on Integrated Monitoring
in 1989 (E3.AIR/CRP.4). Ä Programme Task Force under
the leadership of Sweden is entrusted with the planning,
co-ordination and evaluation of the pilot programme.
Finland has the responsibility for the Co-ordinating
Programme Centre for Integrated Monitoring and will
store, process and analyse data from ECE countries taking
part in the Pilot Programme.

The UN ECE IM-data bank was established in 1988. This
manual for input to the ECE/IM data bank is a final
version of the revised draft commented upon during the
2nd Workshop on Integrated Monitoring in Helsinki,
1988. The manual is primarily written for the National
Focal Centres, where collation of national data should
occur. It may, however, serve any of the institutions and
laboratories collaborating in the programme.

This version of the manual anulis ali previous data
reporting guidelines for the Nordic and ECE IM
Programmes.
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1: DÄTA MODELS

11 PROBLEM ORIENTATION

The integrated monitoring programme is designed to
monitor climatic, atmospheric, aquatic, terrestrial and
biotic variabies in the same area. Chemical variabies
and the movement of elements into and out of the areas,
as well as internal dynamics within the area, eg.
throughfali, iitterfaii, nutritional status of soil
and trees, tree damage, biological variabies of lakes
and running water are being studied. This work should
provide the opportunity for an integrated evaluation
more capable of determining cause and effect relations
than other iess comprehensive monitoring programmes of
today.

In order to do so, time-series of variabies are needed
for establishing if trends in different media are
correlating. Furthermore, the fluxes of elements into
and out of well-defined areas need to be analysed.
Ionic equivaient budgets and element flows for the whole
area, as weii 88 within the ecosystem must be esta
blished, When this information has been retrieved,
there is a need to analyse how changes in biotic
factors correlate with changes in the chemico-physical
equilibrium of the area. Modeis for forecasting effects
within the ecosystem by reduction of pollutants is the
ultimate goal for the data analysis.

12 THE CONCEPTUAL MODEL

The conceptual model ffig.1) comprises central concepts
(important for the monitoring activity) and peripheral
concepts (important for the identification of issues),
The centrai concepts are:

ÄREÄ the basic information of interest is
related to its geography, topology,
long-term climate and hydrology and its
ecosystem stability.

FIGURE VÄLUE the mosaics of the area is characteri
zed by its pattern of vegetation and
soil types. The exact location of a
specific polygon is of less interest
than the variety in and relative
proportion of different types
(digital polygonal figures), which
determine the representability of the
area for a vegetation zone or a
physical geographical region. Än area
may comprise many figure types of
which vegetation and soil boundaries
not always coincide, Ä specific
ciassified figure type may occur in
several areas too,
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TÄXON VÄLUE a vegetation figure may in turn show
internal variation in its species
composition due to successional
stages. The taxa occurring within a
figure give en integrated picture of
its “maturity”. Again the sites of
individual taxa are of less interest
than their occurrence within different
figure types. Ä taxon might occur in
different types too. Ä taxon value
stands for the abundancy of a species.
Taxon values are either semiguantitati
ve estimates for plants or calculated
quantitative values for breeding
density of birds and mammais.
Inventories concerning taxon abundancy
may be repeated every year or less
frequently dependent on the group.

STÄTION the place within the area where
measurements or observations are made
or where sampling occurs. Stations
must be identified in relation to the
figure types for choice of representa
tive sites, its subprogramme and
performer. The exact geographical
position is of less interest than the
location of different stations in
relation to each other. The station
concept is commonly en aggregated
concept defining a smaller area where
individual sites for sampling are
chosen.

SÄMPLE the sample is either a time-aggregated
sample representing a month when
sampling frequency is higher than
once a month or, a measurement
(primary value) regarded as representa
tive for the whole month. Important
information regarding the sample is
the medium for sampling and the
sampling level in reference to the
ground or water level.

VÄLUE the measured or observed values of a
specific parameter are often statistics
(mean, extremes, deviation etc)
calculated from series of primary
values. Parameters are abbreviated
with codes belonging to code lists.
Some parameter codes (chemical
physical) carry additional information
on analytical procedures. Values are
interpreted in terms of their
statistical status and, if necessary,
of their flag information.
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13 THE DATA MODEL

The data model (fig.2) displays the central tabies of
the database and the links between the tabies. Multiple
relations have been broken up and additional links for
faster retrieval paths have been established. The
attributes of the tabies are listed on the next pages.

Peripheral tabies (code dictionaries) have been left
out for elarity into the presentation.
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FIG. 2
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DATA BASE FOR ECE INTEGRATED MONITORING

TYPE OF ATTRIBUTE TAG FORMAT INGRES
FORMAT

Area - table: IMAREA

- area code ACODE CHAR 4 C4
- coordinates for reference point UTM CHÄR 14 C14
- basement rock type GEOL CHAR 3 C3
- hydrological area HYDR CHÄR 6 C6
- vegetation zone VEGZ CHAR 6 C6
- area name ÄNAME CHÄR 30 TEXT(30)
- area size ÄSIZE NUM 6 F4
- total water area WSIZE NUM 2 Ii

long.term average prec. RRLT NUM 4 12
drainage DNET NUM 5 F4
highest point ZMÄX NUM 4 12
lowest point ZMIN NUM 4 12
snow (estimated) SNOW NUM 2 Ii
long-term temperature of air TEMP NUM 3 12
start of liydrological cycle HCLE NUM 4 12
length of hydrological cycle LHCLE NUM 3 12
start of vegetation period VPRD NUM 4 12
length of vegetation period LVPRD NUI’ 3 12

Veget. Figure - table: IMVEGFIG

- area code ÄCODE CHÄR 4 C4
- figure code vegetation FCODEV CHAR 8 C8
- figure portion FPERC NUM 3 12
- figure date FDATE CHÄR 4 C4
- office code LEGF CHÄR 2 C2

Geol. Figure - table: IMGEOFIG

- area code ÄCODE CHÄR 4 C4
- figure code geology FCODEG CHÄR 8 C8
- figure portion FPERC NUM 3 12
- figure date FDÄTE CHÄR 4 C4

office code LEGF CHÄR 2 C2

Invent - table: IMINVENT

- area code ACODE CHÄR 4 C4
- figure code vegetation FCODEV CHAR 8 C8
- inventory number ICODE 14
- inventory date IDÄTE CHAR 4 C4
- office code LEGI CHAR 2 C2
- taxon code list TCX CHAR 2 C2

Taxon - table: IMTAXON

- inventory number ICODE 14
- taxon code TCODE CHAR 8 C8
- taxon value XVÄLUE NUM 3 12
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Station - table: IMSTATION

- area code ACODE CHAR 4 C4
- station number SNO HUM 4 14
- station code SCODE CHÄR 3 C3
- office code LEG CHAR 2 C2
- grid x (northing) COX CHAR 5 C5
- grid y (easting) COY CHAR 5 C5
- z-coordinate (elevation) COZ HUM 4 12
- station name SNAME CHAR 24 TEXT(24)
- station geometry SGEO CHAR 1 Cl
- subprogramme code FILE CHÄR 2 C2
- establishing date SDÄTE CHAR 4 C4
- dismantling date EDÄTE CHAR 4 C4
- figure code vegetation FCODEV CHÄR 8 C8
- figure code geology FCODEG CHAR 8 C2

Sample - talile: IMSÄNPLE

- station number SNO 14
- report code RNO NUM 7 14
- upper level of sampling RUL NUM 4 12
- lower level of sampling RLL NUM 4 12
- sampling date/period DÄTE CHÄR 4 C4

medium MED CHÄR 8 C8
medium code list MCX CHÄR 2 C2
method METH CHÄR 1 Cl
recsite RECS NUM 2 12

Value - table: IMVALUE

- report code RNO 14
- parameter number ?ÄRLOC 14
- parameter code PÄRNCC CHÄR 8 C8
- parameter code list PCX CHÄR 2 C2
- value VÄLUE HUM 7 F4
- flag FLAG CHAR 2 C2
- statistical status STÄT CHÄR 2 C2

Office - table: IMOFFICE

- office code LEG CHÄR 2 C2
- office name LEGNANE CHÄR 30 TEXT(30)
- contact (focal point code) CON CHÄR 2 C2

Basement rock type - table: IMGEOLOGY

- basement rock type GEOL CHAR 3 C3

- name of basement rock type GEOLNÄME CHÄR 30 TEXT(30)

Hydrological region table: IMHYDREGION

- hydrological region HYDR CHÄR 6 C6
- name of hydr.area HYDRNAME CHÄR 30 TEXT(30)

Vegetation zone - table: IMVEGZONE

- vegetation zone VEGZ CHÄR 6 C6
- name of vegetation zone VEGZNANE CHÄR 30 TEXT(30)
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Environmental factors - table: IMENVFACT

ÄCODE CHAR 4 C4
HIST CHAR 240 TEXT(240)
PRIN CHAR 240 TEXT( 240)
POLL CHAR 240 TEXT(240)
SFÄCT CHAR 240 TEXT(240)

Unit convertion - table: IMCONVERT

- parameter number
- parameter code
- parameter code list
- subprogramme code
- reporting unit
- dimension faotor for converting

to microequivalents
- dimension factor for converting

to fluxes
- atomic mass unit factor for

converting to equivalents (jon)
- convertion factor for ionic

budget calculations
- number of output decimals for

equivalents
- number of output decimals for

fluxes
- number of decimals for reported

values

- area code
- history
- previous investigations
- pollution load
- stress factors

PARLOC 14
PARNCC CHÄR 8 C8
PCX CHAR 2 C2
FILE CHÄR 2 C2
UNIT CHÄR 10 C10

EDIM F4

FDIM F8

EFACT F4

BFACT F4

EDEC Ii

FDEC Ii

CDEC Ii
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2: DATA ORGANIZATION

20 THE DATA NETWORK

201 Since the IM Basic Programme stands for new data
collection, which ultimately results in international
data evaluations and presentation of new results, a
network for collecting, storing, processing and
communication must he established.

21 LEVELS OF COLLÄBORATING PÄRTIES

211 The impiementation of the integrated monitoring pro
gramme may in each country be divided between a number
of institutes/laboratories which are responsible for the
performance of subprogrammes within the monitoring areas.
These institutes which collect the primary data are
called offices.

212 One of the offices in each Country will serve as
data collator of ali national data and he responsible
for the data communication between:
- itself and other national offices, and
- the co-ordinating Programme Centre on the international
level.
This office has the role of a national co-ordination
centre and is called the National Focal Centre (NFC),

213 The National Focai Centre of Finland will he
responsihle for the international data bank and
services to other NFC’s. The Finnish NFC is the
Environmental Data Centre at the National Board of
Waters and the Environment (EDC) and also serves as the
Programme Centre.

214 The offices are chosen suitahle for the needs and
organization possibilities within each country. Each
Country decides on how many offices are needed.

215 Each Country decides on the nomination of a focai
point. To minimize extensive international data communi
cation there should only he one NFC in each Country.
Nomination of the NFC reguires judgement of its
competence and capacity to collate data and communicate
with the Programme Centre.

216 The Environmental Data Centre (EDC) is responsible
for the storing and overview processing of IM programme
data which have been pre-processed and collated by the
NFC’s (or the offices supervised by the NFC).

217 The IM programme will produce a substantial amount
of data from the various compartments studied in the
monitoring area. Some of the variabies will he monitored
with a high frequency. Ät the same time, areas will
differ from each other as regards exposure level, soil
and vegetation characteristics etc. Centralized data
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processing of ali primary data i,e. at an internationai
scale is therefore not suitable.

218 Ä NFC therefore has the responsibility for checking
the primary data and pre-processing them before
reporting to the Programme Centre.

219 The need of pre-processing is dependent upon the
nature of the data collection. Data which derive from
continuous or repeated measurements with short time
intervais shouid be statisticaliy processed to monthly
values. Data which derive from basic or periodical
inventories or from measurements with monthly or ionger
intervals shouid be reported as such.

22 STORING ÄND PROCESSING ÄT DIFFERENT LEVELS

221 Storing of primary data may be organized in different
ways in each country. Three ways of organizing the
storing nationaily may occur:

an office stores its primary data directly
into a national data base held by the NFC;

an office stores its primary data into its own
registers and transfers the primary data set
annually to the data base held by the NFC;

an office stores its primary data into its own
registers and processes the data according to
agreed upon manners and transfers the pre
processed data set to a data base held by the
NFC.

The two firstmentioned ways are recommended, because:

nationai annual/periodical assessments of the
whole primary data set might be needed;

conversion from national to international
communication formats is more easiiy done by
the NFC, and

when periodical assessments are made on the
international level, primary data should always
he made avaiiabie upon request.

23 DÄTÄ COMMUNICÄTION

231 Data communication may differ on the national and
international level. This concerns both media used and
frequency for communication.

232 Communication on the national level between
offices and the NFC may be arranged in a way most
suitable for the country. Communication media will
probably vary as well as frequencies for reporting to
the NFC. Sometimes it may he necessary to make contracts
between the involved parties on how and when data
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should be delivered. Ä communication contract should
preferably contain an agreement upon, that if an
office submits primary data to the NFC, it also
receives access to the whole national data set on
request. The agreement should also contain the possibi
lity to receive international data subsets via the NFC
on request.

233 Communication on the international level is limited
to data transfer between the NFC’s and the Programme
Centre.

234 Communication media might vary in the beginning. It
might consist of paper forms, diskettes, mag-cassettes
or mag-tapes. Since communication most easily is
handled on adp—media and must be secured from electro
magnetic interference, it is proposed that the data
should be delivered on adp-media (for closer specifica
tions see Ännex 1).

235 Data transfer between the NFC and the Programme
Centre in Helsinki works both ways. Ä NFC may upon
request receive a specified subset from the data bank
on a common media.

236 Ännual transfer of a national subset to Helsinki
should be made at the latest four months after the
ending of each year. More than one transfer per year
may be possible.

3 DATA EXCHANGE

31 DÄTÄ EXCHÄNGE FORMATS

311 Data exchange formats are structured on the inter
national level to ease the storage and processing at
the Environmental Data Centre. The exchange format
within a Country need not follow the presented structure.
The frame structure reflects the data model of the
system described.

312 The frame structure is divided into three types of
data subsets:

313 The Äreal description subset comprises data common
for the monitoring area, which are constant and
normally need not be reported but once. If areal
characteristics do change (eg. a change in the land
use), the change is to be reported using this subset.
The areal description suliset covers 3 forms, the area
description form (AA) and two area inventory forms
(ÄB,BB). The area description form is to be submitted
on paper, the last two mentioned preferably on adp
media (see Ännex 1).

314 The Station identification subset comprises data
specifying the stations, i.e. measuring or observation
areas. Ä station identification may thus contain a
number of detailed measuring sites which are pooled to
represent an measuring or observation area. Items of
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this subset are often of constant nature and are
reported using the form SS; preferably on adp-media.

315 The Variable subset comprises one data record file
(RR) containing measurements or observations at the
stations. The data record file may take different roles
due to different subprogrammes. In chemical-physical
variabies monitoring values change monthly and in
biological monitoring the parameters themselves may
vary from time to time. The role of the variahle file
is identified in connection with the station and in
accordance with the Basic Programme variable subsets
as follows:

AIR CHEMISTRY subprogramme ÄC
METEOROLOGY subprogramme ÄM
DEPOSITION subprogramme DC
THROUGHFALL subprogramme TF
STEMFLOW subprogramme SF
SOIL WÄTER subprogramme SW
GROUND WÄTER subprogramme GW
SOIL CHEMISTRY subprogramme SC
RUNOFF WATER subprogramme RW
HYDROBIOLOGY subprogramme W3
FOREST STÄNDS subprogramme ÄR
EPIPHYTES subprogramme EP
VEGETÄTION subprogramme VG
TREES subprogramme TR
fOLIÄGE CHEMISTRY subprogramme NC
MOSS CHEMISTRY subprogramme MC
LITTERFÄLL subprogramme LF
NUTRIENT CONTENT subprogramme PC

4 IDENTIFICATION AND CODING

41 SÄMPLING AND ÄNÄLYSIS

411 The data system of the Programme Centre does not
contain detailed information about sampling or analytical
procedures. These are described in the field and
laboratory manual. The options are, that standard
procedures, as far as possible, are used for sampling
and treatment of the sampies. The used coding system
for analytical determinands makes it possible to
distinguish between different analytical procedures if
these cannot be standardized. The same system enabies
unambiguous coding of biological taxa in the s.c.
RUBIN- format.
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42 IDENTIFICÄTION AND CODING

421 Identification and coding on the national level may
be arranged as best suitable for the NFC’s. It is envi
sed, that the NFC should give norms concerning national
identification (use of tags and codes). The NFC must
however secure that the national information is com
prehensive enough for coding and reporting in the used
international communication format.

422 Identification and coding on the international
level must follow the guidelines of this manual.

423 Whenever a collalorating party cannot perform an
analysis according to recommendatlons and choses to use
a deviating method, this should be documented by the
focal point. TMs may he done using another code from
the recommended code list, or by submitting at least as
a detailed description of the used method as is
documented in the appendix VII.
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3: REPORTING GUIDELINES

Guidelines for reporting data to the Programme Centre
are described in this chapter for every subset of data.
The presented guidelines contain:

Name of data subset or subprogramme for data
collecting

Mandatory periplieral information to values, i.e,
attributes and formats (CHR=character,
NUM=numerical) and specific concepts for data
protocol s

. Äadditional tabies displaying information on
mandatory and optional variabies, code
information, units for reported values, number
of decimals (DEC) for values

Instructions for handling primary data to
statistics or calculation procedures for
values to be reported



EScRIPTIONfseeaxI

Context: information on administration, regionality,
main hydrological and meteorological factors
of the areas

DÄTÄ COLLECTING/REPORTING
Ali data are reported on paper using form AA. Data should be
submitted as soon as the area is estabiished. Data are ccl

1ected from maps and statisticai yearbooks

Mandatory information:

ÄTTRIBUTE FORMÄT CONCEPT

File CHR 2 Lue identificator/ fiil in ÄÄ

Country CHR 2 complete country name is Lilied in on left
side of sheet and coded on right side
using ISO aipha-2 codes

Ärea CHR 2 compiete area name is filled in on ieft
side oL sheet and coded on right side
using running numbers (e.g. 01, 02)

UTM-coord CHR14 coordinates for reference point of area
(see appendix II); use sequence:
zone, northing (x), easting (y)

Political name of poiiticai jurisdiction smaller
jurisdic- than country (state, province etc.) is
tion fiiied in on left side of sheet

County name of county (municipality) is filled
in on ieft side of sheet

Owner type owner type of area is designated
(e.g. state, communai, private etc)

Basement complete name of predominant rock type(s)
geology of the area is fiiled in on the sheet

Hydrologi- name of hydrological area to which the
cal area monitoring area belongs is filled in on

the sheet (= main river discharging into
the sea or great iake)

Vegetatuon name of vegetation zone to which the area
zone beiongs is filied in on the sheet (= re

ference to WALTER: Vegetation of the Earth,
1969 or 1979 is recommended)
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Size NUM 6 size of area expressed in hectares; tliree
significant digits (incl.decimal point)

Drainage NUM 5 lenght of drainage network
(sum of ali tributaries down to 4th
hierarchial level; see map) expressed
in k&s; three significant digits

Water area NUM 2 totai water area (mcl. lakes > 50 m
across) in $ of total area;
NO DECIMALS

Precipit- NUM 4 long-term average (30 year mean) preci
tation pitation, in mm, measured at station within

or close to the area; NO DECIMÄLS

Snow NUM 2 estimated percentage of precipftation that
falis as snow

Tempera- NUM 3 long-term average (30 year mean) air
ture temperature, in oC, measured at station

within or close to the area; NO DECIMÄLS

Hydrologi- NUM 4 average date for start of hydrological
cal cycle cycle (free water flow); coded as MMDD
start (e.g. March 24.= 0324)

Length of NUM 3 average length of hydrological cycle in
hydrologi- days/year
cal cycle

Vegetation NUM 4 average date for start of vegetation
period period (mean temperature > 5 oC for 5 con
start sequtive days); coded as MMDD

Length of NUM 3 average length of vegetation period in
vegetation days/year
period

Maximum NUM 4 highest point of area in m’s; NO DECIMÄLS
elevation

Minimum NUM 4 lowest point of area in m’s; NO DECIMÄLS
elevation

History free-text concerning most important
issues (e.g. nature or culture conser
vation measures)

Earlier free-text concerning type and periods
invest iga-

tions

Pollution free-text concerning local emission
load source types and amounts of pollutants

emitted which might affect the values
recorded within the area
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Other en-
vi ronmen—
tai stress

Map

ISO alpha-2 country codes (ISO 3166-1981)

CODE COUNTRY

AT Äustria
Beigium
Bulgaria

CA Canada
CS Czechoslovakia
1JK Denmark
FI Finland
FR France

.DD German Democratic Republic
DE Federal Republic of Germany

GR Greece
HU Hungary

Iceland
Ireland

IT Italy
Netherlands

iW Norway
PL Pol and

Portugal
RO Romania
::SU Soviet Union
ES Spain
SE Sweden
CH Switzerl and

G3 United Kingdom
VS United States

Yugoslavia

1

Hierarchial drainage net assigning leveis of different
streams (in reverse order to the STRAHLER system).

CHR 1

free-text concerning recreationai or
agricuiturai stress to the area

Liii in Y(yes) or N(no) if map in
scale > 1:50000 of the area may lie
submitted on request

1

/

/

1

1
—
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INVENTORY/FIGURETYPES*

Context: figures representing outlined sub-areas of different
typology concerning vegetation and solis

Mandatory information 2

ÄTTRIBUTE FORMÄT CONCEPT

File CHR 2 file identificator/Fill in ÄB

Country CHR 2 fiii in country code

Ärea CHR 2 fiii in area code
Office CHR 2 fiii in office code; office codes are

given by focal points, which should
submit code lists of national offices

Date NUM 4 year and month of inventory

Figure CHR 8 identification of inventory figure type
type (subarea); identification code according to

corresponding codelists

Iist CHR 2 list designation of used code list for
classification (annex IIIIV)

Value NUM 3 fiii in value for figure class percentage of
total area; NO DECIMÄLS

* the term figure is here used for a delineated typological area
unit (subarea)

Calculations: plant communities and soil types are depicted
in scale 1:3000 - 1:7000, dependent on size of
area. The area of each class is measured from
the map, preferably by digitizing, and
reported in relation to the total area.
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ENTORY/TÄXÄ

Mandatory information:

ÄTTRIBUTE FORMÄT CONCEPT

Fiie CHR 2 Lue identificator/fili in BB

Country CHR 2 Liii in country code

Ärea CHR 2 fil; in area code

Office CHR 2 fili in office code

Date NUM 4 year and month of inventory

Figure CHR 8 code for ciass of vegetation figure
type (subarea);

List CHR 2 list designation of code iist for vegetation
figures (=TV)

Taxon CHR 8 code for taxon according to NCC code iist;
otherwise use NCC code forming principle
(see Ännex V)

List CHR 2 list designation of code llst for taxon
identification, use NCC code iist designation
whenever possibie (see Ännex V)

Vaiue NUM 3 fil). in vaiue for taxon occurrence per
figure, for plants and non-breeding animais
by abundance codes (l=rare/under observation,
2=common, 3=dominating) and for permanently
habiting animals by number of nesting pairs
per 60 hectares
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ÄTTRIBUTE FORMÄT CONCEPT

file identificator/Fill in SS

station information;fiii in codes
sequentially as follows:
country code
area code
office code
station number (assigned by office);
leading blanks are filled in as O’s;
subprogramme code (see page 14)

NUM 4 year and month when station was
established for recording; eg. March,
198$ is coded as 8803

year and month when station was taken
out of use/if the site of a station is
changed the “old” station should be
dismantled and a “new” established;
the new station must be given a new
number and new location data!

northing (z) for station expressed as dis
tance from reference point (origo in grid);
10 m accuracy (see Ännex II)

NUM 5 easting (y) for station expressed as dis
tance from reference point (origo in grid);
10 m accuracy (see Ännex II)

Elevation NUM 4 elevation of station a.s.1. as measured
from map ; eg. 122 m.a.s.1. is coded as 122
120-130 m a.s.1. as 125

designates layout of station, coded as
geometrical shape (P=point, L=line, S=square,
C=circle, I=irregular area, R=rectangular)
identifies type of vegetation in which the
station has been positioned (see below)

CHR 8 identifies type of soil in which the station
has been positioned (see below)

Mandatory information:

CHR 2

CHR
CHR
CHR
CHR

CHR

2
2
2
3

2

File

Station

Estabiis
hing date

Dismant
ling date

Grid-X

Grid-Y

NUM4

NUM 5

CHR 1

CHR 8

Station
geometry

Figure
vegetat.

Figure
geolog.

Station
name

CHR24 name given to station (not mandatory)
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Figures types should be reported as follows for the stations:
(M=mandatory information, O=optional information, - = no
information)

FIGURES 2ND STATIQNS

SU3PROGRAMME CODE VEGETATION FICURE GEOFIGURE

Air chemistry AC - -

Meteorology AM - -

Deposition DC M 0
Throughfali TF M 0
Stemfiow SF M 0
Soil water SW 0 M
Groundwater GW 0 M
Runoff water RW - -

Rydrobioiogy W3 - M
Soli chemistry SC 0 M
Forest stands AR M 0
Epiphytes EP M -

Vegetation VG M 0
Trees TR M 0
Foliage NC M 0
Moss rnetals MC M 0
Litterfali LF M 0
Piant nutrients PC li 0

NOTE that a station is always specific for a subprogramme. If
two or more subprogrammes are performed within one and the same
permanent piot, le. have the same iocal coordinates, they must
he distinguishabie by their station code sequence.

Exampie: Throughfaii measurements are carried out in the
permanent tree piot. Both subprogrammes are performed by office
QL. The office must hence report two stations, one for the
throughfall measurements, eg FIO2QLOO7, and one for the tree
measurements, eg FIO2QLOO8.
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ÄIR CHEMISTRY

Mandatory information:

ÄTTRIBUTE FORMAT CONCEPT

File CHR 2 file identificator/fill in RR

Station station information;fiii in codes
seguentially as follows:

CHR 2 country code
CHR 2 area code
CHR 2 office code
CHR 3 station number (assigned by office);

leading blanks are filled in as O’s;
CHR 2 subprogramme code (see page 14)

Recsite NUM 3 number of individual recording sites/station

Medium CHR 8 fiii in AMBIENT
CHR 2 f iii in IM as list designator

Method CHR 1 fiii in Ä-Z if method deviates from standard
in the methodological manual @ ; if standard
method is used then leave blank

Uppievel NUM 4 height of sampling device from ground
level expressed in cm; eg. 2 m above ground
above ground level is coded as 200

Date NUM 4 expressed as period of calculation (YYMM)

Parameter CHR 8 parameter code according to NCC
CHR 2 code list DA(list designation), reported as

detailed as possible (see Ännex X)

Value NUM 7 expressed in units and accuracy as shown
VALUES ÄLWÄYS WITH EXPLICIT DECIMÄL POINT UN
LESS OTHERWISE STÄTED

Flag CHR 2 designates data quality or additional infor
mation to statistics reported for variable
value (see Ännex VIII)

Status CHR 2 designates statistical status of reported
value; (see Ännex VIII)

@ if the metliod deviates from that described in the field and
laboratory manual, the used method must be described as detailed
as for deviating analytical techniques (see annex VII)
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NOTE: An annual ozone graph with daily resolution should be
submitted on paper if possible.

the suffix to each code is dependent of the analytical
technique and should be sought in the NCC code list for
analytical determinands, code list DÄ (1988).

MANDÄTORY VÄRIÄBLE INFORMATIO?T

PÄRAMETER NAME CODE UNIT DEC OBL

SO2S ***

S04S***
N02N***
NTOT***
NH4N***

.:SULPHUR SULPHUR DIOXIDE
SULPHUR SULPHATE (PÄRTICULATE)
NITROGEN NITROGEN DIOXIDE
NITRÄTE TOTÄL

NITROGEN AIvIMONIUM
:OZONE

OPTIONAL VÄRIABLE INFoRMATIo:::*
:

O PÄRAMETER NAME

ug/m3
ug/m3
ug/m3
ug/m3
ug/m3
ug/m3

1
1
1
1
1
0

M
M
M
M
M
M

CODE UNIT DEC OBL

CADMIUM (PARTICULÄTE)
COPPER (PARTICULATE)

00LEAD (PARTICULATE)
.TITÄNIUM (PARTICULATE)
0.ALUMINIUM (PARTICULATE)
SCÄNDIUM (PARTICULATE)

000IRON (PARTICULATE)
MERCURY (IN AMBIENT AIR)

CD
cU• * * *

* * *

TI * * *

AL * * *

HG* * *

ug/m3 2
ug/m3 2
ug/m3 2
ug/m3 2
ug/m3 2
ug/m3 2
ug/m3 2
ii’rn3 2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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ÄDDITIONAL DÄTÄ HÄNDLING INSTRUCTIONS

(1) Calculation of results to be reported in S and N follow
the general formula beneath:

Suifate Observed (504) in mg/1

F
Atomic Weight of Element Expressed as mg 5/1

actor
— FouIa Weight of lon

(SO) X 0.3338 = (5) in mg/1

(2) If the original (primary data) time-series contains
values below the detection limit, these values are to
be compensated by 0.5 x the detection limit previous to
the statistieal calculations. The reported calculated
mean values must in this case be marked with the
appropriate flag combination (LS).

(3) If the original (primary data) time-series contains
missing values, the sum obtained must be divided with
the true number of data before calculating the mean
value, i.e. the missing values are compensated by the
mean value for the calulation period. The reported mean
value must in this case be marked with the appropriate
flag combination (MS).

(4) Statistics to be reported are:

O if the data collection contains hourly or
daily values, monthly means, monthly extremes
and monthly standard deviation should be
reported.

if the data collection contains weekly values,
monthly and annual means, annual extremes and
annual standard deviation should be reporteä.

NOTE that when annual statistics is reported
the date format for month is to be 00, eg.
annual values for the year 1989 have date
formats of 8900.

O if the data collection only contains one
value/month, this is treated and reported as
the monthly mean (STÄTUS MX) and no extremes
nor standard deviation are reported.

O Exceedances for ozone (hourly measurements)
are to be reported in number of hours exceeding
a specified level. Flags of exceedances used
for ozone are the following (status = MS):

Gi exceedance of(level 1) 60 ug/m3
G2 exceedance of(level 2) 120 ug/m3
G3 exceedance of(level 3) 200 ug/m3
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Mandatory information

ÄTTRIBUTE FORMAT CONCEPT

Fiie CHR 2 file identificator/ Liii in RR

Station station information;fiii in codes
seguentiaily as foiiows:

CHR 2 country code
CHR 2 area code
CHR 2 office code
CHR 3 station number (assigned by office),

ieading bianks are fiiied in as O’s;
CHR 2 subprogramme code (see page 14)

Recsite NUM 3 number of individuai sites per station

Medium CHR 8 Liii in AMBIENT
CHR 2 Liii in IM as iist designation

Method CHR 1 as in previous subprogrammes

Uppievel NUM 4 height of recording device/
as in previous subprogrammes

Date NUM 4 as in previous subprogrammes

Parameter CHR 8 coded on next page
CHR 2 list designation (=DA)

Vaiue NUM 7 expressed in units and accuracy as shown

Fiag CHR 2 as in previous subprogrammes

Status CHR 2 as in previous subprogrammes
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MÄNDATORY VÄRIÄBLE INFORMATION

PÄRAMETER NAME CODE UNIT DEC OBL

TEMPERATURE OF AMBIENT AIR T A* oC 1 M
TEMPERATURE ÄT GROUND LEVEL TL* oC 1 M
TEMPERATURE OF GROUND -20 CM TS* oC 1 M
PRECIPITÄTION RR TV mm 1 M
STÄRT OF VEGETÄTION PERIOD VPB (MMDD) 0 M
LENGTH OF VEGETÄTION PERIOD VPL d 0 M
PRECIPITATION DURING VEG.PERIOD RRPV mm 1 M
FROST DÄY NUMBER (mean <oC) FD d 0 M

OPTIONÄL VARIABLE INFORMATION

PARÄMETER NAME CODE UNIT DEC 03L

WIND $PEED VV V m/s 0 0
WIND DIRECTION PREDOMINANT VVD* 0 0 0
CLQUDINESS ESTIMATED NNEC code/8 0 0
RELÄTIVE HUMIDITY OF ÄIR HHR* 0 0
UV-RADIÄTION SOL UV W/m2 0 0
TOTAL RADIÄTION SOLT W/m2 0 0
SNOW WATER EQUIVALENT SNEQ mm 0 0

NOTE: Annual temperature and precipitation graphs with daily
resolution should lie submitted on paper if possihle.

* see previous subprogrammes
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DÄTÄ HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS

Precipitation is to be reported as monthly sums.

Cloudiness is to be reported as monthly median
values. Primary (daily) data on wind direction
is to lie drawn in a wind rose diagram from
which the predominant sector (in degree of
compass) is analysed. Use 0 for calm.

Temperatures, wind speed, humidity and
radiations are to lie reported as monthly
means. For the variable wind speed exceedance
of storms are reported in number of days when
the average wind speed has exceeded 20 m/s.

The flag of exceedances used for wind speed is:

Gi exceedance of (level 1) 20 m/s

The last four mandatory parameters are to be
calculated for the year from the precipitation
and/or temperature data collections. Ässign 88
status AX for reported values.
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file identificator/ fili in RR

station information;fiii in codes
seguentially as follows:
country code
area code
office code
station number (assigned by office);
leading blanks are filled in as O’s;
subprogramme code (see page 14)

number of collectors per station

as in previous subprogrammes

specifies type of deposition/
fiii in BULC for bulc deposition,
DRY for dry deposition and WET for
wet deposition/ fiil in IM as list
des ignator

as in previous subprogrammes

as in previous subprogrammes

coded on next page
parameter list designation (=DÄ)

expressed in units and accuracy as shown

as in previous subprogrammes

as in previous subprogrammes

Mandatory information:

ATTRIBUTE FORMAT CONCEPT

File

Station

Recsite

Method

Medium

Uppievel

Date

Parameter

Value

Flag

Status

CHR 2

CHR 2
CHR 2
CHR 2
CHR 3

CHR 2

NUM3

CHR 1

CHR 8

CHR 2

NUM 4

NUM4

CHR 8
CHR 2

NUM7

CHR 2

CHR 2
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MANDATORY VÄRIÄBLE INFORMATIOW

PÄRAMETERNÄME CODE UNIT DEC OBL

:ALKALINITY ÄLK*** mg/1 2 M
SULPHUR SULPHÄTE S04S*** mg/1 2 M
NITROGEN NITRATE NO3N*** mg/1 2 M
NITROGEN AMMONIUM NH4N*** mg/1 2 M

:CÄLCIUM CÄ** mg/1 2 M
SODIUM NÄ** mg/1 2 M

:POTÄSSIUM mg/1 2 M
MAGNESIUM MG** mg/1 2 M

CHLORIDE CL* mg/1 2 M
MANGÄNESE MN*** ug/1 2 M
PH •-- 2 M
SPECIFIC CONDUCTIVITY CTY fl5/ffl

1
1 M

OPTIONAL VARIABLE INFORMATION

PARAETE? NAE COi5E U1I DEC OBL

p3** ug/1 2 0
MERCURY HG* ug/1 2 0
COPPER CU * * ug/1 2 0
CADMIUM CD* * ug/1 2 0
ZINC ZN** ug/i 2

as in previous subprogrammes
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DATÄ HÄNDLING INSTRUCTIONS

(1) If collected values stand for individual collectors,
the mean of daily/weekly values are to be calculated to
station specific values. If concentrations of one
collector show signs of contamination these values are
discarded before calculation.

(2) Calculation of results to he reported in S and N follow
the general formula given by the air chemistry
subprogramme.

NOTE! Sulphur sulphate may not he corrected for sea
spray influence, since the origin of the sulphur
fractions can not be followed up in otlier media.

(3) Wet-(bulk)deposition values are to he reported as
weighed means using the formula:

— 1 c = measured concentration during a period
X

= m = precipitation during the period

1

(4) If the original (primary data) time-series contains
values below the detection limit, these values are to
be compensated by 0.5 x the detection limit previous to
the statistical calculations. The reported calculated
mean values must in this case be marked with the
appropriate flag combination (LS).

(5) If the original (primary data) time-series contains
missing values, the suin obtained must be divided with
the true number of data before calculating the mean
value, i.e. the missing values are compensated by the
mean value for the calulation period. The reported mean
value must in this case he marked witli the appropriate
flag combination (MS),

(6) Statistics to he reported are:

if the data collection contains hourly or
daily values, monthly means, monthly extremes
and monthly standard deviation should be
reported.

if the data collection contains weekly values,
monthly and annual means, annual extremes and
annual standard deviation should be reported.

NOTE that when annual statistics is reported
the date format for month is to he 00, eg.
annual values for the year 1989 have date
formats of 8900.
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if the data collection only contains one
value/month, this is treated and reported as
the monthly mean (STÄTUS = MX) and no extremes
nor standard deviation are reported.

NOTE! that when calculating means for pH, the
original pH values must be converted to
concentrations of H before the calculation.
The mean H concentration is then reconverted
to a pH-value.

n

=
1 ‘ _0-pH

i=1

where

mean proton activity,
pH = pH—values of sampies,

n = number of sampies.

pH = — 1og10(

where

= mean pH-va1ue.
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Lue identificator/ Liii in RR

station information;fiii in codes
sequentially as follows:
country code
area code
office code
station number (assigned by office);
ieading blanks are Liiied in as O’s;
subprogramme code (see page 14)

number of collectors/specific stand

as in previous subprogrammes

identifies species of stand under which re
cording device has been positioned; coded
using the NCC code iist for piants
Liii in 34 as list designator

as in previous subprogrammes

as in previous subprogrammes

coded on next page
parameter list designator (=DÄ)

expressed in units and accuracy as shown

as in previous subprogrammes

as in previous subprogrammes

Mandatory information:

ÄTTRIBUTE FORMAT CONCEPT

Fiie

Station

Recsite

Method

Medium

Uppievel

Date

Parameter

Vaiue

Fiag

Status

CHR 2

CHR 2
CHR 2
CHR 2
CHR 3

CHR 2

NUM 3

CHR 1

CHR 8

CHR 2

NUM4

NUM4

CHR 8
CHR 2

NUM 7

CHR 2

CHR 2
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OPTIONAL VÄRIABLE INFORMATIOWX: t

NAME

LEAD PB ** 2 0
MERCURY HG 2 0
COPPER 2 0
CADMIUM CD* * 2 0

OOZO 29

:?1ANDATORY VÄRIÄBLE INFORMATION :: :::::

NAME OBL

:ALLINITy ÄLK
:suLpHuR SULPHÄTE SO4S
:NITROGEN NITRATE NO3N***

NITROGEN AMMONIUM NH4N***
CÄLCIUM CÄ **

SODIUM
::POTASSIUM K
:MAGNESIUM M **

CHLORIDE
MANGANESE MN***

PH
SPECIFIC CONDUCTIVITY CTV
THROUGHFÄLL AMOUNT(in co11ector)RRG

mg/1
mg/ 1
mg/ 1
mg/1
mg/1
mg/1
mg/1
mg/1
mg/1
ug/1

mS/m
mm

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
0

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

ug/1
ug/1
ug/1
ug/1

*** as in previous subprogrammes
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DATÄ HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS

(1) If collected values stand for individual collectors,
the mean of values for a specific stand are to be
calculated. If concentrations of one collector show
signs of contamination these values are discarded
before calculation.

(2) Calculation of results to be reported in S and N follow
the general formula given by the air cliemistry
subprogramme.

(3) If the original (primary data) time-series contains
values below the detection limit, these values are to
lie compensated by 0.5 x the detection limit previous to
the statistical calculations. The reported calculated
mean values must in this case lie marked with the
appropriate flag combination.

(4) If the original (primary data) time-series contains
missing values, the sum obtained must lie divided with
the true number of data before calculating the mean
value, i.e. the missing values are compensated by the
mean value for the calulation period. The reported mean
value must in this case lie marked witli the appropriate
flag combination.

(6) Statistics to be reported are:

if the data collection contains weekly values,
monthly and annual means, annual extremes and
annual standard deviation should be reported.

NOTE that wlien annual statistics is reported
the date format for month is to lie 00, eg.
annual values for the year 1989 have date
formats of 8900.

. if the data collection only contains one
value/month, this is treated and reported as
the monthly mean (STÄTUS = MX) and no extremes
nor standard deviation are reported.

NOTE! that when calculating means for pH, the
original pH values must lie converted to
concentrations of H liefore the calculation.
The mean H concentration is then reconverted
to a pH-value.
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file identificator/ fiil in RR

station information;fiii in codes
sequentially as follows:
country code
area code
office code
station number (assigned by office);
leading blanks are filled in as O’s;
subprogramme code (see page 14)

number of collectors/tree species

as in previous subprogrammes

specifies species of tree to which the stem
flow collecting apparatus is attached; code
from NCC plant code list
fili in B4 as list designator

as in previous subprogrammes

as in previous subprogrammes

coded on next page
parameter list designator(=DÄ)

expressed in units and accuracy as shown

as in previous subprogrammes

as in previous subprogrammes

Mandatory information:

ÄTTRIBUTE FORMAT CONCEPT

CHR 2

CHR 2
CHR 2
CHR 2
CHR 3

CHR 2

NUM 3

CHR 1

CHR 8

File

Station

Recsite

Method

Medium

Uppievel

Date

Parameter

Value

Flag

Status

CHR

NUM

NUM

CHR
CHR

NUM

CHR

CHR

2

4

4

8
2

7

2

2
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MÄNDÄTORY VÄRIÄBLE INFORMÄTION

PÄRAMETER NAME CODE UNIT DEC OBL

mg/1 2 M
mg/1 2 M
mg/1 2 M
mg/1 2 M
mg/1 2 M
mg/1 2 M
mg/1 2 M
mg/1 2 M
mg/1 2 M
ug/1 2 M

2 M
mS/m 1 M
mm 0 M

ÄLKALINITY
SULPHUR SULPHÄTE

NITR0GEN NITRATE
NITROGEN AMMONIUM
:CALCI1JM
HSODIUM
POTASSIUM
MAGNESIUM
CHL0RIDE
MÄNGÄNESE

:spEcIFIc CONDUCTIVITY
JSTEMFL0W AMOUNT (in collector)

ALK ***

S04 ***

NO3N***
NH4N***
CA *

NA* *

MG **

MN***
PH***
CTY***
RRPG

OPTIONAL VÄRIABLE INFORMATIOW

PÄRAMETER NAME CODE UNIT DEC

LEAD P3 **

MERCURY
COPPER CU**
CADMIUM CD* *

ZINC ZN**

OBL

ug/1 2 0
ug/1 2 0
ug/1 2 0
ug/1 2 0
ug/1 2 0

as in previous subprogrammes
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DÄTA HÄNDLING INSTRUCTIONS

(1) If collected values stand for individual collectors,
the specific mean values are to he calculated. If
concentrations of one collector show signs of conta—
mination these values are discarded before calculation.

(2) Calculation of results to he reported in S and N follow
the general formula given by the air chemistry
subprogramme.

(3) If the original (primary data) time-series contains
values below the detection limit, these values are to
be compensated by 0.5 x the detection limit previous to
the statistical calculations. The reported calculated
mean values must in this case be marked with the
appropriate flag combination,

(4) If the original (primary data) time-series contains
missing values, the sum obtained must be divided with
the true number of data before calculating the mean
value, i.e. the missing values are compensated by the
mean value for the calulation period. The reported mean
value must in this case be marked with the appropriate
flag combination.

(5) Statistics to be reported are:

if the data collection contains weekly values,
monthly and annual means, annual extremes and
annual standard deviation should be reported.

NOTE that when annual statistics is reported
the date format for month is to be 00, eg.
annual values for the year 1989 have date
formats of $900.

if the data collection only contains one
value/month, this is treated and reported as
the monthly mean (STATUS = MX) and no extremes
nor standard deviation are reported.

NOTE! that when calculating means for p1!, the
original pH values must be converted to
concentrations of 1! before the calculation.
The mean 1! concentration is then reconverted
to a pH-value.
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file identificator/ fiil in RR

station information;fiii in codes
sequentially as follows:
country code
area code
office code
station number (assigned by office);
leading blanks are filled in as O’s;
subprogramme code (see page 14)

number of individual lysimeter sites/station

as in previous subprogrammes

specifies type of soil unit and horizon acc
ording to corresponding code list; fiil in
designator(see Ännex VI)

designates upper level of sampling expressed
in -cm from the ground level; eg. 0.2 m depth
is reported as 20
designates lower level of sampling expressed
in —cm from the ground level

as in previous subprogrammes

coded on neKt page
parameter list designator(=DÄ)

expressed in units and accuracy as shown

as in previous subprogrammes

as in previous subprogrammes

Mandatory information:

ATTRI3UTE FORMÄT CONCEPT

File

Station

Recsite

Method

Medium

Uppievel

Lowlevel

Date

Parameter

Value

Fiag

Status

CHR 2

CHR2
CHR2
CHR2
CHR 3

CHR2

NUM 3

CHR1

CHR8

CHR2

NUM 4

NUM 4

NUM4

CHR 8
CHR2

NUM7

CHR2

CHR2



CODE

p3 **

HG * * *

cU—**
CD * *

ZN * *

F **

SWFLOW

2
2
2
2
2
2
0

QBL

o
o
o
o :
o
o
0
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MANDÄTORY VÄRIÄBLE ±FORIv?T±Ö::E : .:

PARAMETER NAME CODE UNIT DEC OBL

SULPHUR SULPHÄTE
NITROGEN NITRATE
NITROGEN AMMONIUM
CÄLCIUM
SODIUM
POTÄSSIUM

:MAGNESflflv
CHLORIDE

2PHOSPHOROUS TOTÄL
:::DISSOLVED ORGÄNIC CÄRBON
ÄLUMINIUM TOTÄL
ÄLUMINIUM LÄBILE
:MÄNGÄNESE
:IRON
SILICA
P11

SPECIFIC CONDUCTIVITY

OPTIQNAL VÄRIPBLE INFORMATION

PARAMETER NAME

SO4S
NO3N***
NH4N* *

CA**
NÄ**

MG**
CL**
PTOT **

COR **

AL**
ÄLL**
MN**
FE**
SI2 **

PH **

CTY ***

ALKNP**

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

mg/1 1
mg/1 2
mg/1 2
mg/1 1
mg/1 1
mg/1 1
mg/1 1
mg/1 1
ug/1 1
ug/1 1
ug/1 1
ug/1 1
ug/1 1
ug/1 1
mg/1 1

2
mS/m 2
mg/1 1

UNIT DEC

LEAD
:MERCURY
CQPPER
CADMIUM
ZINC
FLUORIDE
SOIL WATER FLOW

ug/1
ug/1
ug/1
ug/1
ug/1
ug/1
1/sxkm2

*** as in previous subprogrammes
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DÄTÄ HÄNDLING INSTRUCTIONS

(1) If collected values stand for individual collectors,
the specific mean values are to be calculated. If
concentrations of one collector show signs of conta
mination these values are discarded before calculation.

(2) Calculation of results to be reported in S and N follow
the general formula given by the air chemistry
subprogramme.

(3) If the original (primary data) time-series contains
values below the detection limit, these values are to
be compensated by 0.5 x the detection limit previous to
the statistical calculations. The reported calculated
mean values must in this case be marked with the
appropriate flag combination.

(4) If the original (primary data) time-series contains
missing values, the sum obtained must be divided with
the true number of data before calculating the mean
value, i.e. the missing values are compensated by the
mean value for the calulation period. The reported mean
value must in this case lie marked with the appropriate
flag combination.

(5) Statistics to lie reported are:

if the data collection contains weekly values,
monthly and annual means, annual extremes and
annual standard deviation should be reported.

NOTE that when annual statistics is reported
the date format for month is to he 00, eg.
annual values for the year 1989 have date
formats of 8900.

if the data collection only contains one
value/month, this is treated and reported as
the monthly mean (STÄTUS = MX) and no extremes
nor standard deviation are reported,

NOTE! that when calculating means for pH, the
original p14 values must lie converted to
concentrations of II liefore the calculation.
The mean H concentration is then reconverted
to a pH-value.
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Lue identificator/ Liii in RR

station information;Liii in codes
seguentiaily as foliows:
country code
area code
office code
station number (assigned by office);
leading bianks are fiiied in as O’s;
subprogramme code (see page 14)

number of individuai sampling sites/station

as in previous subprogrammes

specifies type of groundwater; Liii in TUBE
for sampies taken in groundwater tubes and
SPRING for sampies taken in naturai ground
water seepage to surface;
fiii in IM as iist designator

designates upper levei oL sampling expressed
in -cm from the ground level; eg depth oL
1.5 m is coded as 150

designates iower levei of sampiing expressed
in -cm from the ground ievei

as in previous subprogrammes

coded on next page
parameter iist designator(=DÄ)

expressed in units and accuracy as shown

as in previous subprogrammes

as in previous subprogrammes

Mandatory information:

ÄTTRIBUTE FORMÄT CONCEPT

Fiie

Station

Recsite

Method

Medium

Uppievei

Lowievei

Date

Parameter

Vaiue

Fiag

Status

CHR 2

CHR 2
CHR 2
CHR 2
CHR 3

CHR 2

NUM3

CHR 1

CHR 8

CHR 2

NUM 4

NUM4

NUM4

CHR 8
CHR 2

NUM 7

CHR 2

CHR 2



MANDÄTORY VÄRIÄ3LE INFORMATIOW

PARANETER NAME CODE UNIT DEC OBL

SULPHUR SULPHÄTE SO4S*** mg/1 1 M
NITROGEN NITRATE NO3N*** mg/1 2 M
NITROGEN AMMONIUM NH4N** mg/1 2 M
CÄLCIUM CÄ** mg/1 1 M
SODIUM NA** mg/1 1 M
POTÄSSIUM mg/1 2 M
MAGNESIUM MG** mg/1 2 M
CHLORIDE CL 1c mg/1 1 M
DISSOLVED COi*** mg/1 2 M
ÄLUMINIUM AL** ug/1 0 M
ALUMINIUM ÄLL*** ug/1 0 M
MANGANESE MN** mg/1 2 M
IRON FE** mg/1 2 M
SILICA S102** mg/1 2 M
PH PH 1 M
ALKALINITY ALKNP** mg/1 0 M
TEMPERATURE OF GROUNDWÄTER TW* oC 1 M

QPTIONÄL VÄRIA3LE INFORMÄTION

PÄRÄMETER NÄME CODE UNIT DEC OBL

1 0
1 0
2 0
0 0
2 0
2 0
1 0
2 0

PHOSPHQROUS TOTAL PTOT ** ug/1
SPECIFIC CONDUCTIVITY CTY mS/m
LEAD ug/1
MERCURY HG*** ng/1
COPPER CU ug/1
CADMIUM CD** ug/1

ZN** ug/1
FLUORIDE F rng/1

44

ORGÄNIC CÄRBON
TOTÄL
LÄBILE

as in previous subprogrammes
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DATA HÄNDLING INSTRUCTIONS

(1) Calculation of results to lie reported in S and N follow
the general formula given by the air chemistry
subprogramme.

(2) If the original (primary data) time-series contains
values below the detection limit, these values are to
lie compensated by 0.5 x the detection limit previous to
the statistical calculations. The reported calculated
mean values must in this case lie marked with the
appropriate flag comliination.

(3) If the original (primary data) time-series contains
missing values, the sum obtained must lie divided with
the true number of data liefore calculating the mean
value, i.e. the missing values are compensated by the
mean value for the calulation period. The reported mean
value must in this case be marked with the appropriate
flag combination.

(4) Statistics to lie reported are:

if the data collection contains weekly values,
monthly and annual means, annual extremes and
annual standard deviation should lie reported.

NOTE that when annual statistics is reported
the date format for month is to lie 00, eg.
annual values for the year 1989 have date
formats of 8900.

if the data collection only contains one
value/month, this is treated and reported as
the monthly mean (STÄTUS = MX) and no extremes
nor standard deviation are reported.

NOTE! that when calculating means for p11, the
original p11 values must be converted to
concentrations of 11 before the calculation.
The mean 11 concentration is then reconverted
to a pH-value.
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HEMISTRY

Mandatory information:

ATTRIBUTE FORMAT CONCEPT

File CHR 2 file identificator/ fili in RR

Station station information;fiii in codes
sequentially as follows:

CHR 2 country code
CHR 2 area code
CHR 2 office code
CHR 3 station number (assigned by office);

leading blanks are filled in as O’s;
CHR 2 subprogramme code (see page 14)

Recsite NUM 3 number of subplots in permanent soil piot

Metliod CHR 1 as in previous subprogrammes

Medium CHR 3 soil unit and horizon (see Ännex VI)
CHR 2 corresponding list designator

Uppievel NUM 4 as in previous subprogrammes

Lowlevel NUM 4 as in previous subprogrammes

Date NUM 4 as in previous subprogrammes

Parameter CHR 8 coded on next page
CHR 2 parameter list designator(=DÄ)

Value NUM 7 expressed in units and accuracy as shown

Flag CHR 2 as in previous subprogrammes

Status CHR 2 as in previous subprogrammes
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VARIÄBLE INF0RMATION

PARAMETER NAME CODE UNIT DEC OBL

HORIZON RÄNGE (ÄVERAGE THICKNESS) HZRG cm 0 M
SOIL DRY WEIGHT RET*** g/dm3 0 M
PH ÄT 20 oC (H20 EXTRACTION) PH EW20 ---- 2 M
PH ÄT 20 oC (KCL EXTRACTION) PHEKF ---- 2 M
EXCHÄNGÄBLE ÄCIDITY (H+ÄL) ACI*** mg/kg 0 M
BÄSE SÄTURATION BÄSÄ 1 M
SODIUM EXCHÄNGÄBLE NÄ EÄ* mg/kg 2 M
POTASSIUM EXCHÄNGÄBLE K EÄ* mg/kg 2 M
CÄLCIUM EXCHÄNGA3LE C EÄ* mg/kg 2 M
MÄGNESIUM EXCHÄNGÄBLE MGEA* mg/kg 2 M
TOTÄL ORGÄNIC CÄRBON COR T** % DW 1 M
IGNITION LOSS RE % DW 1 M
NITROGEN TOTÄL NTOT** $ DW 2 M

VÄRIABLE INFORMÄTIOW

PÄRAMETER NAME CODE UNIT DEC OBL

MANGANESE TOTAL MN mg/kg 1 0
SULPHUR TOTAL STÖT ** % DW 2 0
LEAD TOTÄL p3*** mg/kg 1 0
CHROMIUM TOTÄL CR*** mg/kg 1 0
CQPPER TOTAL CU* mg/kg 1 0
CADMIUM TOTÄL CD*** mg/kg 2 0
I1ICKEL TOTÄL NI*** mg/kg 1 0
ZINC TOTÄL ZN*** rng/kg 1 0
VANADIUM TOTAL V•*** mg/kg 1 0
MERCURY TOTÄL HG *** mg/kg 3 0
PHOSPHOROUS TOTÄL PTOT ** mg/kg 2 0
ARSENIC TOTÄL ÄS mg/kg 3 0
SELENIUM TOTAL SE*** mg/kg 3 0
TOTAL EXCHÄNGEÄBLE ÄCIDITY ACI *** mg/kg 0 0
TITRATÄBLE EXCHANGEABLE ALUMINIUM AL mg/kg 1 0
PHOSPHÄTASE ACTIVITY PNP*** uznol gtC 0 0
SOIL RESPIRÄTION CO2R** mg/gxh 0 0

as in previous subprogrammes

NOTE! Results from bulk soil survey is reported as normal
monitoring values; the bulk soil survey should,
however, be reported with a method designation (S)

Ädditional geochemical maps should be submitted if
possible, eg. isoline map presentations of analysed
variable of each horizon.
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DÄTÄ HÄNDLING INSTRUCTIONS

(1) Calculation of results to be reported in S and N follow
the general formula given by the air chemistry
subprogramme.

(2) If the original (primary data) subplot-data collection
contains values below the detection limit, these
subplot values are to be compensated by 0.5 x the
detection limit previous to the statistical calculations
for the whole piot. The reported calculated mean values
must in this case be marked with the appropriate flag
combination.

(3) If the original (primary data) subplot-data collection
contains missing values, the sum obtained for the whole
piot must be divided with the true number of data before
calculating the mean value, i.e. the missing values are
compensated by the mean value for the calulation
period. The reported mean value must in this case be
marked with the appropriate flag combination.

(4) Statistics to be reported are:

mean values representing the whole soil piot.

if the data collection only contains one
value/month, this is treated and reported as
the monthly mean (STATUS = MX) and no extremes
nor standard deviation are reported.

NOTE! that when calculating means for pH, the
original pH values must be converted to
concentrations of H before the calculation.
The mean H concentration is then reconverted
to a pH-value.
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FÄNDSURFÄcEWÄTERHEMISTRY

Manäatory information:

ÄTTRIBUTE FORMAT CONCEPT

File CHR 2 file identificator/ fiii in RR

Station station information;fiii in codes
sequentially as follows:

CHR 2 country code
CHR 2 area code
CHR 2 office code
CHR 3 station number (assigned by office);

leading blanks are filleä in as O’s;
CHR 2 subprogramme code (see page 14)

Recsite NUM 3 number of individual sampling sites

Method CHR 1 as in previous subprogrammes

Medium CHR 8 identifies type of water;
coded as STÄGNÄNT or RUNNING

CHR 2 Fili in IM as list designation

Uppievel NUM 4 designates upper level of sample;
expressed in -cm from water surface; eg. 1.0
m depth is coded as 100

Lowlevel NUM 4 designates lower level of sample;
expressed in -cm from water surface

Date NUM 4 as in previous subprogrammes

Parameter CHR 8 coded on next page
CHR 2 parameter list designator(=DÄ)

Value NUM 7 expressed in units and accuracy as shown

Flag CHR 2 as in previous subprogrammes

Status CHR 2 as in previous subprogrammes
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>MANDAT0RY VÄRIÄBLE 1

PARAMETER NAME CODE UNIT DEC. OBL.

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

RUN0FF RUNOFF
PH PH

SPECIFIC CONDUCTIVITY CT
S0DIUM NA
P0TÄSSIUM K

CALCIUM CÄ **

MAGNESIUM MG**
IRON FE***

MN* * *

ÄLUMINIUM TOTÄL AL***
ALUMINItJM LÄBILE ÄLL**
:NITR0GEN AMMONIUM NH4N **
.:NITROGEN NITRÄTE NO3N**
ALKÄLINITY ÄLK iP
CHL0RIDE CL

SULPHUR SULPHÄTE s0s
TEMPERATURE OF WÄTER T W
PH0SPH0R0US TOTÄL P0T **

OPTIONÄL VARIABLE INFORMÄTION

PARÄMETER NAME CODE UNIT DEC., OBL.

2 0
1 0
2 0
1 0
3 0
1 0
3 0
0 0

mg/1
mg/1
FTU
ug/1
mg/1
rng/1
ug/1
Pt mg/1

Notet An annual runoff graph with daily resolution should be
submitted if possible.

1/sxkm2

mS/m
mg/1
mg/ 1
mg/ 1
mg/1
mg/ 1
mg/1
mg/ 1
mg/ 1
mg/ 1
mg/ 1
mg/1
mg/ 1
mg/ 1
oC
mg/1

1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2

:1ITR0GEN KJELDAHL NK
TOTAL ORCANIC CAR3QN COR * * *

:TURBIDITY T3Y* * *

CD **

<:ZINC ZN**
:SILICA S1Ö2
MERCURY HG *-;*
.:CQLQUR NUMBER - CNR

*** as in previous subprogrammes
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DÄTÄ HÄNDLING INSTRUCTIONS

(1) Calculation of results to be reported in S and N follow
the general formula given by the air chemistry
subprogramme.

(2) If the original (primary data) time-series contains
values below the detection limit, these values are to
be compensated by 0.5 x the detection limit previous to
the statistical calculations. The reported calculated
mean values must in this case be marked with the
appropriate flag combination.

(3) Runoff chemistry values are to be reported as weighed
means using the formula:

where
) cQ

= mean concentration weighted with respect to
i’1 discharge,

= = discharge at sampling time,
c = concentration at sampiing time,

Q n = number of sampies.

i=1

(4) If the original (primary data) time-series contains
missing values, the sum obtained must lie divided with
the true number of data before calculating the mean
value, i.e. the missing values are compensated by the
mean value for the calulation period. The reported mean
value must in this case be marked with the appropriate
flag combination.

(5) Statistics to lie reported are:

if the data collection contains weekly values,
monthly and annual means, annual extremes and
annual standard deviation should lie reported.

NOTE that when annual statistics is reported
the date format for month is to lie 00, eg.
annual values for the year 1989 have date
formats of 8900.

if the data collection only contains one
value/month, this is treated and reported as
the monthly mean (STÄTUS = MX) and no extremes
nor standard deviation are reported.

NOTEt that when calculating means for pH, the
original pH values must be converted to
concentrations of 11 before the calculation.
The mean H concentration is then reconverted
to a pH-value.

For the variable RUNOFF monthly means and
annual extremes need only lie reported. This,
however, demands a runoff graph to lie
constructed.
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Value

Flag

Status

CHR
CHR
CHR
CHR

CHR

NUM

CHR

CHR

CHR

NUM

NUM

CHR

CHR

NUM

CHR

CHR

2
2
2
3

2

3

1

8

2

4

4

8

2

7

2

2

Mandatory information:

CHR 2

ÄTTRIBUTE FORMÄT CONCEPT

File

Station

Recsite

Method

Medium

Uppievel

Lowlevel

Date

Parameter

file identificator/ fiil in RR

station information;fiii in codes
sequentially as follows:
Country code
area code
office code
station number (assigned by office);
leading blanks are filled in as O’s;
subprogramme code (see page 14)

number of individual sampling sites/station

as in previous subprogrammes

designates type of bottom sediment, use tliree
first digits for soil type as sliown in annex
IV, or type of water (RUNNING or STÄGNÄNT)
fili in list designator (TG or IM)

designates depth of sample expressed
in -cm from water surface; eg. depth of 425
m is coded as 425

designates lower level of sample
expressed in -cm from bottom surface

as in previous subprogrammes

identifies species or variable recorded acc.
NCC code lists / 00 NOT FORGET CODE LIST
DESIGNÄTIONS

expressed in units and accuracy as shown

as in previous subprogrammes

as in previous subprogrammes

NUM4



::RUM3ER OF RECORDED TAXON

____

.BIQMASS 0? SAMPLE
SHANN0N-INDEX 0? SAM?LE
SIMPS0N-INDEX OF SAMPLE

NOTE! Status is to he reported using the code P.

53

OPTIONAL VARIABLE INFORMATION

PARAMETER NAME CODE UNIT DEC

___

— /m2(ml) - 0
BMASS g/m2 1 0
DIXSW --- - 0
DIXSI --- - 0

OBL
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1 FOREST STANDS

Mandatory information:

ÄTTRIBUTE FORMAT CONCEPT

File

Station

Recsite

Method

Date

Medium

Parameter

Value

Flag

Status

CHR 2

CHR 2
CHR 2
CHR 2
CHR 3

CHR 2

NUM3

CHR 1

NUM 4

CHR 8

CHR 2

CHR 8

CHR 2

NUM7

CHR 2

CHR 2

file identificator/ fiil in RR

station information;fiii in codes
sequentially as follows:
country code
area code
office code
station number (assigned by office);
leading blanks are filled in as O’s;
subprogramme code (see page 14)

number of individual sites per station

as in previous subprogrammes

as in previous subprogrammes

identifies plant species acc. to
NCC code list B4/ DO NOT FORGET CODE
LIST DESIGNATION

identifies morphometric parameter;
coded on next page
use list designation IM

expressed in units and accuracy as shown

as in previous subprogrammes

as in previous subprogramme (=P)
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MANDÄTORY VÄRIABLE INFORMATION.:: : .: . : : : :: : 2 :2.. :.

PÄRAMETER NANE CODE UNIT DEC OBL

FREQUENCY FREQ M
:

HEIGHT OF STÄND/SPECIES HEIG fil 0 M
2STEM DIAMETER ÄT BREÄST HEIGHT/SP. DBH cm 0 M

CR0WN COVERAGE/SPECIES COVE $ 0 M
DEFOLIÄTION/SPECIES DEFO * 0 M

OFFOLIAGE/SPECIES DISC * 0 M

OPTIONAL VARIABLE INFORMÄTIO:

PARAMETER NAME CODE UNIT DEC OBL
:2

ILEAF AREA INDEX LAI --- - 0
SLOPE EXPOSITION OF STAND SLEX 0 - 0
:AGE OF STAND AGE years - Q

CAUSE OF DAMAGE TO TREES DÄM TREE code - Q
CÄUSE0F DAMAGE TO FOLIAGE DAMFOLIcode - 0

Defoliation and discoloration percentages are
preferably reported with accuracy of 10 %.

e Ali variable values are reported as specific
(species) means, eg. frequency as species
percentage of stand and height of stand as
mean height of a species in the stand
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file identificator/ fiil in RR

station information;fiii in codes
sequentiaiiy as follows:
country code
area code
office code
station number (assigned by office);
leading blanks are filled in as Ws;
subprogramme code (see page 14)

number of individual trees per station

as in previous subprogrammes

designates upper level of recording
expressed in cm from the ground level

as in previous subprogrammes

identifies host plant species acc. to
NCC code list 34/ DO NOT FORGET CODE
LIST DESIGNÄTION

identifies species of epiphyte for which
coverage has been reported acc. to corres
ponding code iist/ Liii in code iist desig
nator(03S, trunk is coded as TRUNK IM)

expressed in % per dm trunk circumference for
epiphyte coverage or in cm for trunk diameter

as in previous subprogrammes

as in previous subprogramme (=P)

Mandatory information:

ÄTTRIBUTE FORMÄT CONCEPT

Fiie

Station

Recsite

Method

Uppievei

Date

Medium

Parameter

Vaiue

Fiag

Status

CHR 2

CHR 2
CHR 2
CHR 2
CHR 3

CHR 2

NUM 3

CHR1

NUM4

NUM 4

CHR 8

CHR 2

CHR 8

CHR 2

NUM7

CHR 2

CHR 2
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MANDÄTORY VARIÄBLE INFORMATION

PARAMETER NAME CODE UNIT DEC 03L

TRUNK DIAMETER TRUNK cm 1 M
SPECIES COVERAGE OF CIRCUMFERENCE

____

— % 1 M

OPTIONÄI VÄRIABLE INFORMATION

PARAMETER NAME CODE UNIT DEC 031

ALGAE COÄTING COAT code - 0
YOUNGEST ALCAE SHQQT ALCSHQQT year - 0
SHOOTS )5O NEEDLES LEFT MEDSHQQT --- - 0
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ÄTTRIBUTE FORMAT CONCEPT

file identificator/ fiii in RR

station information;fiii in codes
seguentially as follows:
country code
area code
office code
station number (assigned by office);
leading blanks are filled in as O’s;
subprogramme code (see page 14)

number of individual plots per station(area)

as in previous subprogrammes

as in previous subprogrammes

identifies plant species acc. to
NCC code lists / DO NOT FORGET CODE
LIST DESIGNÄTION

identi fies morphometric parameter;
coded on next page; use list designation IM

expressed in units and accuracy as shown

as in previous subprogrammes

as in previous subprogramme (=P)

Mandatory information:

File

Station

Recsite

Method

Date

Medium

Parameter

Value

Flag

Status

CHR 2

CHR 2
CHR 2
CHR 2
CHR 3

CHR 2

NUM 3

CHR 1

NUM 4

CHR 8

CHR 2

CHR 8
CHR 2

NUM 7

CHR 2

CHR 2
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MANDÄTORY VARIÄ3LE INFORMATIOW

PÄRAMETER NÄME CODE UNIT DEC OBL

RELATIVE COVERÄGE OF SPECIES COVE % 0 M
RELÄTIVE FERTILITY OF SPECIES FERT % 0 M
RELÄTIVE FREQUENCY(occurrence in FREQ % 0 M
individual plots)

O Coverage is reported for the whole piot by
summing coverage values for individual
subplots and dividing by the number of
subplots.

NOTE that if coverage > 0 <1 % a value of 0
(zero) is reported

Fertility code values should he recalculated
using the formula:

x 0) + (b x 0.5) + (c x 1)] : (a+b+c)) x 100

where a,b and c represents number of plots
from which the species has been recorded;

eg. Calamagrostis arundinacea is found in 8 of
16 subplots; in 2 subplots it was classified as
non-fertile (a), in 3 subplots as as slightly
fertile (b) and in 3 subplots as normally
fertile (c). The formula thus gives:

{[(2x0)+(3x0.5)+(3x1)]; 8) x 100 = 56 %

NOTE that species consequently non-fertile
will give {(0:(a+b+c)} x 100 and must he
reported as 0% (cannot he left out)!

. Frequency in the above given example would of
course he 8:16 = 50%.
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File CHR 2

Station

CHR 2
CHR 2
CHR2
CHR 3

CHR 2

Recsite NUM 3

Method CHR 1

Date NUM 4

Medium CHR 8

CHR2

Parameter CHR 8
CHR 2

Value NUM 7

Flag CHR 2

Status CHR 2

Mandatory information:

ÄTTRIBUTE FORMÄT CONCEPT

file identificator/ fili in RR

station information;fiii in codes
sequentially as follows:
Country code
area code
office code
station number (assigned by office);
leading blanks are filled in as 0’s;
subprogramme code (see page 14)

number of indivual sites per station

as in previous subprogrammes

as in previous subprogrammes

identifies plant species acc. to
NCC code list 34/ DO NOT FORGET CODE
LIST DESIGNÄTION

identi fies morphometric parameter;
coded on next page; use list designation IM

expressed in units and accuracy as shown

as in previous subprogrammes

as in previous subprogramme (=P)
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MANDÄTORY VÄRIÄBLE INFORMATION

PÄRAMETER NAME CODE UNIT DEC OBL

COVERAGE COVE % 0 M
FERTILITY FERT % 0 M
FREQUENCY AS TOTÄL NUMBER FREQ ---- 0 M
HEIGHT OF LIVING TREES HEIGVIT m 1 M
HEIGHT OF STÄNDING DEAD TREES HEIG MOR m 1 M
STEM DIAMETER OF LIVING TREES DBH IT cm 0 M
STEM DIÄMETER OF STÄND.DEAD TREES D3HMOR cm 0 M
STEM DIAMETER OF STUMPS DBHSTU cm 0 M
NUMBER OF BÄSESPROUTING STEMS STEMVIT 0 M
TOTÄL NUMBER OF LIVING TREES TOTVIT 0 M
TOTÄL NUMBER OF FÄLLEN TREES TOTFÄL ---- 0 M
TOTÄL NUMBER OF DEÄD STÄND.TREES TOTMOR ---- 0 M
TOTÄL NUM3ER OF STUMPS TOT STU ---- 0 M
WINDFÄLLEN OF DEÄD TREES TOTÄL CAMOWF % 0 M
BREÄKAGE OF DEÄD TREES TOTÄL CAMOBR * 0 M
PEST DAMAGE OF DEÄD TREES TOTÄL CAMOPE % 0 M
CROWDING OF DEAD TREES TOTÄL CAMO TD % 0 M
INSECT DÄMAGE OF DEÄD TREES TOTÄL CAMOIS % 0 M
BURNED DEÄD TREES TOTAL CAI40 FI % 0 M
OTHER KNOWN CÄUSE OF DEÄTH CAMOKC % 0 M
OTHER UNKNOWN CÄUSE OF DEÄTH CAMOUC % 0 M

NOTE 1: Last 7 parameters represent cause of death.
NOTE 2: Ali parameters are given per tree species.

OPTIONAL VÄRIABLE INFORMATION

PÄRAMETER NAME CODE UNIT DEC 03L

STEM HEICHT HEIG ST m 1 0
CRQWN DIAMETER DIAMCR m 1 0
CROWN POSITION POSICR code - 0
CRQWN FQRM FQRMCR code - 0
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file identificator/ fiil in RR

station information;fiii in codes
seguentially as follows:
country code
area code
office code
station number (assigned by office);
leading blanks are filled in as O’s;
subprogramme code (see page 14)

number of individual sites per station

as in previous subprogrammes

specifies species of tree from which the
sampies for analysis are taken; code from
NCC plant code list
fiil in 34 as list designator

designates upper level of sampling expressed
in cm from the ground level

as in previous subprogrammes

coded on next page
parameter list designator(=DÄ)

expressed in units and accuracy as shown

as in previous subprogrammes

as in previous subprogrammes

Mandatory information:

ÄTTRI3UTE FORMAT CONCEPT

File

Station

Recsite

Method

Medium

Uppievel

Date

Parameter

Value

Flag

Status

CHR 2

CHR 2
CHR 2
CHR 2
CHR 3

CHR 2

NUM3

CHR 1

CHR 8

CHR 2

NUM 4

NUM4

CHR 8
CHR 2

NUM 7

CHR 2

CHR 2
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4ANDÄTORY VÄRIÄBLE 1

PÄRAMETER NÄME CODE UNIT DEC OBL

SM4PLE DRY WEIGTH RET*** g 1 M
:SULPHUR TOTÄL STOT ** % DW 1 M

NITROGEN TOTÄL NTOT** % DW 1 M
CÄLCIUM CÄ*W* mg/kg 2 M
.SODIUM NÄ*** mg/kg 2 M
POTÄSSIUM mg/kg 2 M
MAGNESIUM MG*** mg/kg 2 M
TOTÄL ORGÄNIC CÄRBON COR T** % DW 1 P4

TOTÄL PTOT .**.:. mg/kg 2 P4

EOPrIONÄL VARIABLE INFORMÄTION

PARAMETER NÄME CODE UNIT DEC OBL

MANGANESE MN*** mg/kg 2 0
ZINC ZN*** mg/kg 1 0
BORON mg/kg 3 Q
COPPER CU mg/kg 1 0
::MQLY3DENIUM MO*** mg/kg 3
::LEAD pB* * * mg/kg 3 0

:cADMIuM CD *** rng/kg 3 0

*** as in previous subprogrammes
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file identificator/ fili in RR

station information;fiii in codes
sequentially as follows:
country code
area code
office code
station number (assigned by office);
leading blanks are filled in as O’s;
subprogramme code (see page 14)

number of individual sampling sites/station

as in previous subprogrammes

specifies species of moss from which the
sampies for analysis are taken; code
from NCC moss code list
fili in M2 as list designator

as in previous subprogrammes

coded on next page
parameter list designator(=DÄ)

expressed in units and accuracy as shown

as in previous subprogrammes

as in previous subprogrammes

Mandatory information:

ÄTTRIBUTE FORMAT CONCEPT

File

Station

Recsite

Method

Medium

Date

Parameter

Value

Flag

Status

CHR 2

CHR2
CHR2
CHR 2
CHR 3

CHR 2

NUM3

CHR 1

CHR 8

CHR 2

NUM4

CHR 8
CHR 2

NUM7

CHR 2

CHR 2
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MANDATORY VÄRIÄBLE INFORMATION
-

PÄRAMETER NÄME CODE UNIT DEC OBL

CÄDMIUM CD*** mg/kg 1 M
COPPER CU* mg/kg 1 M
LEÄD PB*** mg/kg 0 M
ZINC ZN*** mg/kg 0 M
ÄRSENE ÄS*** mg/kg 1 M
NICKEL NI*** mg/kg 1 M
CHROMIUM CR* mg/kg 1 M
SELENIUM SE*** mg/kg 2 M
VANÄDIUM mg/kg 1 M
IRON FE*** mg/kg 0 M

as in previous programmes
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File

Station

CHR 2
CHR 2
CHR 2
CHR 3

CHR 2

Recsite NUM 3

Method CHR 1

Medium CHR 8

CHR 2

Date NUM 4

Parameter CHR 8
CHR 2

Value NUM 7

Flag CHR 2

Status CHR 2

Mandatory information:

CHR 2

ÄTTRIBUTE FORMAT CONCEPT

file identificator/ fiil in RR

station information;fill in codes
seguentially as follows:
country code
area code
office code
station number (assigned by office);
leading blanks are filled in as O’s;
subprogramme code (see page 14)

number of individual sampling plots

as in previous subprogrammes

identifies main species which lias contribu
ted to the litter fali; coded according to
NCC code list for plants
fiil in list designator 34

as in previous subprogrammes

coded on next page
parameter list designator(=DA)

expressed in units and accuracy as shown

as in previous subprogrammes

as in previous subprogrammes



OPTIONAL VARIABLE INFORMATION

.PARAMETER NAME

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M :
M

CODE UNIT DEC OBL
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MANDÄTORY VÄRIÄBLE INFORMÄTIOT

CODE UNIT DECÖBL

SAMPLE DRY WEIGTH RET*** g
SULPHUR TOTÄL STOT ** % DW
NITROGEN TOTÄL NTOT** % DW

;CÄLCIUM CÄ** mg/kg
SODIUM NÄ*** mg/kg

:.POTÄSSIUM mg/kg
NAGNESIUM MG*** mg/kg

TOTÄL ORGÄNIC CÄRBON COR T** % DW

:
PHOSPHOROUS TOTÄL PTOT

1
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
2

MANGANESE
ZINC

BORON
COPPER
MOLYBDENIUM
LEAD
CÄDMIUM

MN ***

ZN * * *

3
cii
MO * * *

P3 * * *

mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
mg/kg
rng/kg

2
1
3
1
3
3
3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

as in previous subprogrammes
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file identificator/ fili in RR

station information;fiii in codes
sequentially as follows:
country code
area code
office code
station number (assigned by office);
leading blanks are filled in as O’s;
subprogramme code (see page 14)

number of individual sampling sites/station

as in previous subprogrammes

specifies plant from which fine-root analysis
is made;
fili in B4 as list designator

designates upper level of sampling expressed
in cm from ground level

designates lower level of sampling expressed
in cm from ground level

as in previous subprogrammes

coded on next page
parameter list designator(=DÄ)

expressed in units and accuracy as shown

as in previous subprogrammes

as in previous subprogrammes

Mandatory information:

ÄTTRI3UTE FORMAT CONCEPT

CHR 2

CHR 2
CHR 2
CHR 2
CHR 3

CHR 2

NUM 3

CHR 1

CHR 8

CHR 2

NUM 4

NUM4

File

Station

Recsite

Method

Medium

Uppievel

Lowlevel

Date

Parameter

Value

Flag

Status

NUM

CHR
CHR

NUM

CHR

CHR

4

8
2

7

2

2
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:OPTIONÄL VARIABLE INFORMÄTION.*:

PARAMETER NAME CODE UNIT DEC OBL

SAMPLE DRY WEIGTH RET*** g 1 0
SULPHUR TOTAL STOT ** DW 1 0
ITROGEN TOTÄL NTOT** DW 1 0
::CALCIUM CÄ*** mg/kg 2 0
SODIUM NA*** mg/kg 2 0
:pQTAS5IUM mg/kg 2 0
*:MAGNESIUli MG*** mg/kg 2 0
::TOTAL ORGANIC CARBON COR DW 1 0
:.PHOSPHOR0US TOTÄL PTOT** mg/kg 2 0
MANGANESE MN*** mg/kg 2 0
:ZINC ZN*** mg/kg 1 0

BORON mg/kg 3 0
COPPER CU rng/kg 1 0
:MOLY3DENIUM M0*** mg/kg 3 0
LEAD pB*** mg/kg 3 0
::CADMIUM CD mg/kg 3 0

as in previous subprogrammes
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4: ANNEXES ÄNNEX 1. REPORTING FORMS AND RECORD TYPES

IMP/EDC

SUBMIUED BY

AREA

COUNTRY AREA

POUTCAL JURISDICTION GOUNTY

OWNER WPE UTM COORDNATES

BASEMENT GEOLOGY

HYDROLOGICAC AREA

VEGETATION ZONE

SIZE (ha) WATER AREA (%) PREGIPITATION (mm) SNOW (%) TEMPERATURE (°(D) ORAINAGE (km/kmrt)

HYDROLOGICAC CYCLE VEGETATKN PERIOD

START (de) LENGTN START (data) LENGTH (d)

ELEVATION MA? SUBMIUED

MAX. tm.a.s.L) MIN. (m.a6.i.)

kISTORY

EARLIER INVESTIGATIONS

POLLUTION LOAD

OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL STRESS

DO NOT USE HATCHED ARLAS
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IMP/EDC AB INVENTORY

FIGURE VALUE

SUBMITTED BY

COUNTRY AREA OFFICE DATE

FIGURE VALUE

FIGURE LIST

FIGURE VALUE FIGURE VALUE
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MP/EDC [BBI NVENTORY

TAXON VALUE TAXON VALUE TAXON VALUE TAXON VALUE

SUBMITTED BY

COUNTRY AREA OFFICE DATE FIGURE wpE RGURE LIST TAXON LIST
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ADP-TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Magnetic tapes

Data are reported on magnetic tapes as separate files.
In the same file only records with the same record type
identificator can occur. In the data exchange the
magnetic tapes must have the following characteristics:

- density 1600 bpi
- exchange code EBCDIC or ÄSCII
- 9 tracks
- no label

Following file specifications are to be observed

Record type Length of record Block length

AB 129 2580
BB 126 2520
SS 76 2280
RR 123 2460

When the magnetic tape is sent to the Centre, an
additional note containing information on used exchange
code, a list of files, their order numbers and
information on number of records per file must be
submitted (see below).

Covering letter of magnetic tape

SENDER: DÄTE:

EBDIC or ASCII(E/Ä): NUMBER OF FILES:

FILE ORDER RECORD NUM3ER OF COMMENTS
NUMBER TYPE RECORDS
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Magnetic discs

Data reported on magnetic flexy discs shall have the same
structure as on the magnetic tape. In the exchange the
magnetic flexy discs must have the following characteris
tics:

- 5.25 inch, 2-sided, douhle density 96 tpi
- soft-sectored, with hardhole
- double track
- exchange code ÄSCII
- runnable with MS-DOS

When the magnetic disc is sent to the Centre, an
additional note containing information on used MSDOS
version, a list of files, their order numbers and
information on number of records per file must he
submitted (see below).

Covering letter of magnetic disc

SENDER: DÄTE:

MS-DOS VERSION: NUMBER OF FILES:

FILE ORDER RECORD NUMBER OF COMMENTS
NUMBER TYPE RECORDS
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FORM SHEET ÄB/INVENTORY
(record format)

COLUMN DATÄ

HEÄDER
1- 2 Record type(=ÄB)
3- 4 Country
5- 6 Ärea
7- 8 Office
9- 12

REPETITIONS
13- 20
21— 22
23- 25

Figure type
List
Value

26- 33 Figure type
34- 35 List
36- 38 Value

39- 46 Figure type
47- 48 List
49- 51 Value

52- 59 Figure type
60- 61 List
62- 64 Value

65- 72 Figure type
73- 74 List
75- 77 Value

78- 85 Figure type
86- 87 List
88- 90 Value

91- 98 Figure type
99-100 List

101-103 Value

104-111 Figure type
112-113 List
114-116 Value

117-124
125—126
128-129

Figure type
List
Value

NOTE: Ä record may contain
1-9 repetitions per header
(=columns 1-1Ø)

FORM SHEET BB/INVENTORY
(record format)

COLUMN DATÄ

HEADER
1- 2 Record type(=BB)
3- 4 Country
5- 6 Ärea
7- 8 Office
9- 12

13- 20 Figure type
21- 22 Figure list

REPETITIONS
23- 30 Taxon
31- 32 Taxon list
33- 35 Value

36- 43 Taxon
44- 45 Taxon list
46- 48 Value

49- 56 Taxon
57- 58 Taxon list
59- 61 Value

62- 69 Taxon
70- 71 Taxon list
72- 74 Value

75- 82
83— 84
85— 87

88— 95
96— 97
98-100

101—108
10110
111—113

Taxon
Taxon list
Value

114-121 Taxon
122-123 Taxon list
124-126 Value

NOTE: Ä record may contain
1-8 repetitions per header
(=columns 1-2Ø)

a

Taxon
Taxon list
Value

Taxon
Taxon list
Value
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FORM SHEET SS/STÄTIONS
(record format)

COLUMN DÄTÄ

1- 2 Record type(=SS)
3- 4 Country
5- 6 Area
7- 8 0ffice
9- 11 Station code

12- 13 Subprogramme code
14- 17 Establishing date
18- 21 Dismantling date
22- 26 Grid-x (northing)
27- 31 Grid-y (easting)
32- 35 Elevation
36 Station geometry
37- 44 Vegetation figure
45- 52 Soil figure
53- 76 Station name

FORM SHEET RR/DÄTÄ RECORDS
(record format)

COLUMN DÄTÄ

1- 2 Record type(=RR)
3- 4 Country
5- 6 Ärea
7- 8 0ff ice
9- 11 Station code

12- 13 Subprogramme code
14- 21 Medium
22- 23 Medium list
24- 27 Upper level of

sampling
28- 31 Lower level of

sampling
32- 35 Date
36- 38 Recsite
39 Method

REPETITIONS
40- 47 Parameter code
48- 49 Parameter list
50- 56 Value
57- 58 Flag
59- 60 Status

61— 68
69— 70
71- 77
78— 79
80- 81

Parameter
Parameter
Value
Flag
Status

82- 89 Parameter code
90- 91 Parameter list
92- 98 Value
99-100 Flag

101-102 Status

103-110
111—112
113—119
120-121
122—123

Parameter code
Parameter list
Value
Flag
Status

NOTE: Ä record may contain
1-4 repetitions per header
(=columns 1-39)

code
list
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Flow chart

DÄTÄ FLOW INTO IM-TÄBLES

RECORD TYPE AB

COLUMN DATÄ TÄG IM-TABLE

9- 12 Date IDÄTE IMINVENT

13- 20 Figure type FCODEV or IMVEGFIG or
FCODEG IM GEOFIG

21- 22 List IMVEGFIG or
IMGEOFIG

23- 25 Value FPERC IM VEGFIG or
IMGEOFIG

RECORD TYPE BB

COLUMN DATA TÄG IM-TABLE

9- 12 Date IDATE IMINVENT
13- 20 Figure type FCODEV IMINVENT

23- 30 Taxon TCODE IMTÄXON
31- 32 Taxon list TCX IMINVENT
33- 35 Value XVALUE IMTÄXON

RECORD TYPE SS

C0LUMN DATÄ TÄG IM-TABLE

9- 11 Station code SCODE IMSTATION
12- 13 Subprogr code FILE IMSTATION
14- 17 Estabi date SDÄTE IMSTATION
18- 21 Dismanti. date EDÄTE IMSTÄTION
22- 26 Grid-x (N) COX IM STÄTION
27- 31 Grid-y (E) COY IMSTÄTION
32- 35 Elevation COZ IMSTATION
36 Station geom. SGEO IMSTATION
37- 44 Veg. figure FC0DEV IMSTATION
45- 52 Soil figure FCODEG IMSTÄTION
53- 76 Station name SNANE IMSTATION

RECORD TYPE RR

COLUMN DÄTÄ TAG IM-TABLE

9- 11 Station code SC0DE IMSTÄTION
12- 13 Subprogr.code FILE IMSTÄTION
14- 21 Medium MED IMSAMPLE
22- 23 Medium list MCX IMSAI4PLE
24- 27 Upper level RUL IMSAMPLE
28- 31 Lower level RLL IMSM4PLE
32- 35 Date DÄTE IMSANPLE
36- 38 Recsite RECS IMSANPLE
39 Method METH IMSAM?LE

40- 47 Parameter code PÄRNCC IMVÄLUE
48- 49 Parameter list PCX IMVALUE
50- 56 Value VÄLUE IMVALUE
57- 58 Flag FLAG IMVALUE
5- 60 Status STÄT IMVALUE
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ANNEX II. SITE CRITERIÄ

Än integrated monitoring area is reflected on a small
geographical scale as a point The geographical
positioning of the area itself may thus he expressed by
a reference point for which geographical coordinates
is given. The area is thus identified by the UTM
coordinates of its reference point (coordinate accuracy
1 km on a giobal scale).

The reference point is the origo (left lower corner) of
a local grid represented by the smallest enclosing
rectangel of which the S-N axis (x-axis of grid) is drawn
parallel to compass north, and the W-E axis (y-axis of
grid) is perpendicular to the x-axis. (see next page)

The grid should he provideä with a mesh of 100 m2
squares

The site of each station should be allocated within the
local grid by its relative distance from the reference
point. Stations lying in the NE sector of the reference
point receive local coordinates of positive values,
whereas stations in other sectors have negative values
either for x or/and y (informs that a station with
certainty lies outside the area proper). With reference
to this local grid the relative distances between various
stations may he analyzed. The range values for the
stations may be X=+9999;Y=+9999 and X=-9999;Y=-9999
Äs the accuracy level is 10 m, a station cannot he
expressed further apart from the reference point than 100
km in any main compass direction. If such stations
exist, their location should he given e.g. as
X=> ; Y=<

Stations may have various geometrical layouts. It may
represent a “point” (e.g. a recording device or a point
for sampling) or an intensive study area (of square,
circular etc shape). The local coordinates for stations
of non-point character should be given by its geometric
central point. In the different subprogrammes notes
concerning the geometrical layout of the station should
be given. It is anticipated that the station represents
a “point” in some subprogrammes (ÄC,ÄM,GW,RW), whereas
most subprogrammes have stations of areal nature (e.g.
values from three deposition devices are reported as
calculated statistical values for the area covered by
the devices etc.).

Location of figure polygons are to be given on maps
from whicli subarea polygons may be digitized in the
local x,y-grid.
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The twin areas Valkea-Kotinen (FI 01) and Musta-Kotinen
(FI 02) at Evo in Finland. The fuil narrow line
delimits the catchment areas, the intercepted line
delimits the area of virgin forest and the dotted line
the area for vegetation inventory. The thick lines
delimit the local grids for the areas and 01 and 02
mark the referenee points of these.
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ANNEX III. CLÄSSIFICATION OF VEGETÄTION

It is proposed that each Country uses its own classifica
tion system for vegetatation analysis. SinCe used
national classification systems are not comparable as
such, it is envised that specific faCtors often used
for ClassifiCational basis are noted.

When reporting to the Centre, the information contained
in the national classifiCations must be rearranged. Ä
neutral Classification system, whiCh may lie used within
the IM-areas are listed below. It is proposed that the
mandatory level of reporting should be information down
to level 3, and that more detailed information Containing
lower leveis are optional. The information is Contained
in a decimal Code of maximum 8 digits. The first digit
Corresponds to level 1, the second to level 2, etC. This
ClassifiCation system is mainly developed for forested
areas. Lower leveis (4-6) will not lie used for other
main types. When reporting with these Codes the Code
list designation is TV.

Examples: a Pine wood in Norden may lie coded as
11225221; an ombrotrophiC bog as 23100031



3 Humidity 0 unknown
1 dry
2 humid
3 wet
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Levflnformationf Digital codes

1: 1 Main type 11 coniferous woodland ÷ shrubbery
1 + and vege- 12 mixed coniferous - deciduous woodland

2 tation 13 deciduous woodland ÷ shrubbery
type 21 open land with dwarfshrubs

22 open land with grasses and/or herbs
23 open land witli mires or bogs
24 open land with moss and/or lichen coverage
29 open land of other type
30 alpine vegetation
41 stagnant inland water
42 permanently slow running inland water
43 permanently fast running inland water
49 otlier type of inland water

4 Strati- 0 unknown
fication 1 mixed strata or several canopies

2 two distinct strata
3 one stratum

5 Äge 0 unknown
structure 1 many/ail ages

2 predominantly very old
3 predominantly mature to old
4 predominantly old and young or juvenile
5 predominantly mature and young or juvenile
6 predominantly young
7 predominantly juvenile

8 Other 0 unknown
1 never under other management
2 formerly grazed
3 grazed
4 formerly hay-cutting
5 hay-cutting
6 formerly burned
7 burning
8 formerly mixed management
9 mixed management

6 Forest 0 unknown
management 1 never under management

2 formerly forested
3 recently forested
4 under forest management

7 Biomass 0 unknown
1 large
2 medium
3 small
4 very small
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ÄNNEX IV: CLÄSSIFICÄTION OF SOILS

It is proposed that each country uses its own classifica
tion system for soils. Since used national classifica
tion systems are not comparable as such, it is envised
that specific environmental factors are included in the
classificational basis. When reporting to the Centre,
the information contained in the national classifications
must be rearranged. A neutral classification system,
which may be used within the IM-areas is listed below.

The neutral classification aims at describing relatively
surficial characteristics of the soils. The system is
rather general, since information should be gathered in
field, not through laboratory analysis.

It is proposed that the mandatory information of
reporting should include information down to level 3,
and that more detailed information containing lower
leveis are optional. The information is packed in a
decimal code of maximum 8 digits. The first digit
corresponds to level 1, the second to level 2, etc.
When reporting with these codes the code list designation
is TG.

For more detailed definitions concerning leveis 2,4,6
and 8, see E.Ä.Fitzpatrick (1980 & 1986): Soils. Their
formation, classification and distribution. and An
introduction to soil science.

Examples: a till soil in Norden may be coded as
22372103.

Lev Information Digital codes

1 Main type 1 unconsolidated sorted sediment;
pred. one size of grain class

2 unconsolidated nonsorted sediment;
pred. > 1 size of grain class

3 organic matter
4 consolidated rock



o not possible (rock)
1 less than 1 m thickness
2 more than 1 m thickness

o unknown/impossible
1 granular & crumb
2 subangular & angular blocky
3 columnar & prismatic
4 lenticular & wedgy
5 massive

7 Concretions 0 unknown/impossible
1 without concretions
2 with concretions

o unknown/impossible
1 signs of oxidation/no reduction
2 mottling/reflections of variations

in oxidation and reduction
3 signs of reduction/no oxidation
4 normal; no signs of either oxid/reduct.

2 Thickness

85

3 Grain size 0 not possible (main types 3,4)
1 argillaceous separates; mostly < 0.02 mm
2 fine material; mostly > 0.02 < 6 mm;

containing fragments > 6 < 200 mm
3 fine material; mostly > 0.02 < 6 mm;

containing fragments > 200 mm
4 coarse material; mostly > 6 mm;

not with fragments > 200 mm
5 coarse material; mostly > 6 mm;

containing fragments > 200 mm

4 Genesis of 0 unknown/impossible
parental 1 consolidated igneous rocks
material 2 consolidated metamorphic rocks

3 consolidated sedimentary rocks
4 unconsolidated alluvium, pedi-sediments

or raised beaches
5 unconcolidated lacustrine or marine

clays
6 unconsolidated colluvium or solifluction

deposits
7 unconsolidated glacial drift; moraine
8 unconsolidated dune sands & loess
9 unconsolidated volcanic ash

5 Siope class 0 unknown
1 level to undulating; relative height

differences within 0-20 m
2 rolling to hully; relative height

differences within 20-50 m
3 steeply to dissected; relative height

differences > 50 m

6 Structure

8 Colour
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ÄNNEX V: TÄXON CODE PRINCIPLES

Whenever possible the Nordic code lists for taxa should
be used. Ät present following lists are available:

TÄXÄ CODE LISTS 3Y THE NORDIC CODE CENTRE

SYSTEMÄTIC GEOGRAPHICÄL ANNO LIST ACCESSIBLE VARIABLE
GROUP COVERÄGE FORM SUBPROCRAMMES

Vascular NW-Europe 1985 34 P,D,T,C TF,SF,ÄR,EP,VC
plants TR,NC,PC,B3,DE

Mosses Europe 1988 M2 D,T,C VG,MC

Lichens Europe 1989 L2 D,T,C EP,VG

Birds Global 1985 AO T,C 33

Mamrnals Giobal 1987 Dl T,C 33

Ordines Norden 1988 01 D,T,C WB
minores

Mollusca Norden 1988 M3 D,T,C W3

Fishes Giobal 1924 FO T,C WB

Coleoptera Noräen 1987 C2 D,T,C WB

Plankton Norden 1986 P4 D,T,C W3

P = printed; D = magnetic disc; T = magnetic tape; C = paper
copy

Ä number of taxa may lie coded with codes produced by
the Nordic Code Centre of the Nordic Council of
Ministers. Most Nordic code lists cover only the Nordic
countries, but many Nordic taxa are common elsewhere in
Europe too. The Nordic lists may lie required from:

The Nordic Code Centre, Museum of Natural History, Box
50007, S-104 05 STOCKHOLM, Sweden.

Codes existing in the above mentioned lists are standard
exchange codes between Nordic countries and are
recommended for use in IM-data exchange too. When a
taxon, occuring elsewhere in Europe (or in the Nearctic
region) is missing from the list, the code can be
generated following the abbreviation principles of the
next pages. When a new code is formed an additional
list must always lie submitted to the Centre on paperI New
codes are regarded as preliminar and are assigned
preliminary list designations (BX,MX, LX, OX,MZ, CX).



Higher ranks 8 first digits of name

Kingdom PROTISTA

________

$ubkingdom PROTOZOA

________

Phylum RHIZOFLA

_______________

Subphylwn FLAGELLA

_________

Superclass BRANCHIA

__________

Class CRUSTACE

_________

Subclass GNATHOST

___________

Superorder PERACÄRI

__________

Order MYSIDÄCE

_________

Suborder MYSIDEA

_______

Section PALINURA

________

Superfamily APOIDEA

_______

Lower ranks

7 first digits of name followed by X in
pos 8
CERATIIX Ceratiidae

7 first digits of name followed by Y in
pos 8
CERATIIY Ceratiinae

6 first digits of name followed by / and
Z in pos 7 and 8
TRIAKI/Z Triakini

7 first digits of name followed by Z in
pos 2
CEPAEA Z Cepaea sp.
EQUISETZ Eguisetum sp.

Abbreviation as by species but / in pos 5
EUPH/OFF Euphrasia officinalis coll
VÄLL/PUL Vallonia pulchella agg

4 first digits of genus name, a blanc, 3
first digits of species epithet
EUPH ROS Euphrasia rostkoviana
Deviation from this rule is possible only
by permission from the Nordic Code Center!

4 first digits of species epithet,
asterisk, 3 first digits of second
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ABBREVIATION ?RINCIPLES FOR 3IOLOGICAL TAXA (85344-NCC)

Codes are formed out of the scientific names according to
foflowing rules:

RANKS AB3REVIATION TYPE

Protista
Protozoa
Rhizoflagellata
Flagellata
Branchiata
Crustacea
Gnathostraca
Peracarida
Mysidacea
Mysidea
Pal inura
Apoidea

Family

Sulifamily

Group of genera

Genus

Collective

Species

Hybride

species epithet
CONO*QDO Gymnadenia conopsea

x odoratissirna
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Subspecies 2 first digits of genus name, a blanc,
2 first digits of epithet, a point, 2
first digits of subspecies epithet
DA CJLSÄ Daucus carota ssp. sativa
GÄ CL.BR Garrulus glandarius brandtii

Variety ANreviation like by subspecies, but
semicolon in pos 6
AN AP;PA Anemone appenina var..pallida

Form A.bbreviation like by subspecies, but
plus in pos 6
PU MU.PR Pupilla muscorum f.pratensis

EXAMPLES OF SELF-GENERATED CODE LIST ÄNNEX:

POTE FRI3X Potentilla frigida
GEUM REPBX Geum reptans
GEUM MONBX Geum montanum
ÄLCH SPLBX Älchemilla splendens
ALCH FISBX Älchemilla fissa
TRIF THA3X Trifolium thalii
TRIF BÄDBX Trifolium badium
LIGU MUTBX Ligusticum mutellina

In order to avoid clashes/collisions between self
generated codes, the Focal Point is envised to upkeep
collision-free preliminary code lists.
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ÄNNEX VI: PEDON CODE PRINCIPLES

The classification of pedoiogical information is
problematic in the same extent as soils concerning the
degree of generaiization. Ä number of different
pedoiogical classification system exist for defined
regions Three more extensive systems are in use

1 the FÄO/UNESCO worid system covering Europe (1981)
and North America (1975)

2 the North Ämerican USDÄ-system (1975)

3 the modern giobal system by FITZPÄTRICK (1980,1986)

The system used in the USSR is in its essential parts
comparable with these, but is not recommended for use

When describing the soil unxts above mentioned three
systems are recommended. NOTE that the choice must lie
reflected in the used list designation The lxst
designation for the FAO/UNESCO system 15 PW, that of
the USDÄ-system PU and that of the Fitzpatrick system
PF Difficulties may arise when using the last mentioned
system, because it 15 based on chemico-physxcal
analysis of the soil units,

Ali three systems also possess codes for horizons, which
may be termed differently. If one system is chosen, the
horxzons must lie coded within the same system for
consistency. Codes for soil units and horizons are
shown on the next pages. When giving the code for a
horizon the information concerning the soil unit shouid
lie linked into the code; e.g. an “Aibic E horizon” of a
podzolic soil may be coded as PODZ A2G in the code list
PW or SPODÄ2G in the code list PU.
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II. SOIL UNITS

HANUAL

FAO UNESCO USPA FITZPATRICK
CODE FULL NAHE CODE FULL NAME CODE FULL NAHE USSR/FULL NAME

ACRI Acrjsols ULTI Ultisøls LUVO Luvosølg Yeltozems
ANDO Andosois ANDE Andepts ANDO Andosois Volcanic soiis
AREN Arenosois PSAM Psamments AREN Arenosois
CAMB Cambisols INCE Inceptisols ALTO Altosois Cinnamonic soils
CHER Cheraozems BORO Borolis CHER Cheraozems Chernozems
FERR Ferralsois OXIS Oxisols KRAS Krasnozejns Krasnozems,, Zheltozem5
FLUV Fluvjsols FLUV Fluvents FLUV Fiuvisois Alluvial soils
GLEY Gleysols AQUN Aquents SUBG Subgleysols Meadow soils

AQUP Aquepts

GRET Greyzems ARGB Argiborolis GREY Greyzems Grey forest soils
AQUO Aquolis

HIST Histosois HIST Histosols PEAT Peat Bog soils
KAST Kastanozems USTO Ustolis KAST Kastanozems Chestnut soils
LITO Lithosols LITI Lithic subgroups LITO Lithosols Shallow mountain soils
LUVI Luvisois ALFI Aifisois ARGL Argillosois Cinnamonic soils
NITO Nitosois UDAL Udalfs LUVN Luvosois Krasnozems

UDUL Udults
HUHU Humults
PALX Palexerults

PHAE Phaeozems HAPU Hapiudolis BRUN Brunizems Chernozems
PLAN Pianosois AQUA Aqualfs PLAN Pianosois Podbels

XERA Xeralfs
USTA Ustalfs
AQUU Aquults

(continued) »

II. SOIL UNITS (continued)

FAO UNESCO USOA FITZPATRICK

CODE FULL NAME CODE FULL HAIlE CODE FULL NAME USSR/FULL NAME

PODZ Podzols SPOD Spodosols PODZ Podzols Podzois

PODL Podzoiuvisols GLOU Glossudalfs SU?R Supragleysols DernoPodzolic soils
GLOB Giossoboralfs

RANK Rankers LITA Lithic Haplumbrepts RANK Rankers

RECO Regosois ORTH Orthents Regosois
PSAM Psamments

REND Rendzinas REND Rendolis REND Rendzinas Dern—carbonate soils

SOLO Solonchaks SALO Saiorthids SOLO Solonchaks Solonchaks

SOLN Solonetz NATU Natrustalfs SOLN Solonetz Solonetz
NATI Natrixeralfs
NATA Natrargids
NADU Nadurargids

VERT Vertisois VERT Vertisois VERT Vertisois Compact soils

XERO Xerosols ARII Typic Aridisois SERO Serozems Semidesert soils

YERM termosois ARIO Typic Aridosois YERM Termosois Desert soils

NOTE:

1) Names of soil units in classifications are approximate equivalents, not always possible to give

2) Ali soil units are probably not found in Europe & North America, e.g. AREN, FERR, NITO and YERM

( FAO classification )
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III. DIAGNOSTIC AND REFERENCE HORIZONS fcontinued 2)

FAO UNESCO
FITZPATRICK

CODE fULL NAME CODE FULL NAttE CODE FULL NAHE

Btn Natric 8 Bt Natric horizon Si Solon

Ah Ochric A horizon Al Ochric epipedon Gr Granulon

Ah Ochric A horizon Al Ochric epipedon Pr Prinon

Ah Ochric A horizon Al Ochric epipedon Sn Seron

Ah Ochric A horizon Al Ochric epipedon Tn lennon

Bsw Oxic 8 horizon 82 Oxic horizon Ks Krasnon

Bsw Oxic 8 horizon B2 Oxic horizon Zh Zhelton

Bms Thin iron pan Bir Placic horizon ?k Placon

Ap ?laggen A horizon Ap Plaggen epipedon ?g ?laggon

Az Salme horizon Asa Salic horizon Ci Chloron

Bz Salme horizon Asa Salic horizon Ci Chloron

Cz Salme horizon Asa Salic horizon Ci Chloron

Az Salme horizon Bsa Salic horizon Ci Chloron

Az Salme horizon Csa Salic horizon Ci Chloron

Bz Salme horizon Baa Salic horizon Ci Chloron

Bz Salme horizon Csa Salic horizon Ci Chloron

Cz Salme horizon Bsa Salic horlzon Ci Chloron

Cz Salme horizon Csa Salic horizon Ci Chloron

Bs Spodic B horizon Bir Spodic horizon Fr Ferron

Bh Spodic 8 horizon Bh Spodic horizon Hd Hudepon

Bhs Spodic 3 horizon Bhi Spodic horizon Hs Husesquon

Bs Spodic 8 horizon Bir Spodic horizon Sq Sesquon

Br Sulphuric horizon 32g Sulphuric horizon Ja Jaron

Br Sulphuric horizon Cg Sulphuric horizon Ja Jaron

Ah Umbric A horizon Al Umbric epipedon Am Anmooron

82 Ae Arenon

Ah Umbric A horizon Al Umbric epipedon De Dermon

Ah Umbric or ochric A horizon Al Umbric or ochrlc epipedon Ga Gelon

Ah Umbric A horizon Al Umbric epipedon Ku Kuron

Ahg Umbric A horizon Al Umbric epipedon Ln Luton

Ah Umbric A horizon Al Umbric epipedon Mc Hodon

Ah Umbric A horizon Al Umbric epipedon Nk Nekron

NOTE:

1) Names of horizons in classificatfons are approximate equivalents, not aluays possible to give.

2) As the code only intiudes three marks, the fourth saali letter suffix of origmnal abbreviated

horizon designations IaFAO UNESCO and USDA classifications has been omitted in seven cases.

3) four diagnostic horizons of the USDA system do not have equivalents in the other classifications.

Those horizons, not included in the table above. are Ag fAgric horizon) An (Anthropic epipedon).

mk (Petrocalcic horizon) and my (Petrogypsic horizon). The approximate equialent for Bth

(Sombric horizon) ja Bh in the FAO UNESCO system, and So (Sombron) in the FftzPatrick system.
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ÄNNEX VII: INFORMATION ON DEVIATING ANÄLYTICAL TECHNIQUES

It is recommended that Nordic reference codes for
analytical determinands are used as far as possible. If
however, an analytical technique cannot be found in the
Nordic code list DÄ, following information must be
submitted on paper:

Suggested code: max 8 positions of which the
initial 1-4 is used for the element and
the last 3-6 for fraction and analytical
procedures. The two parts are always
delimited from one another by a sign.

Name of the parameter: in English

Äbstract: of the analytical procedure

Determination limit and unit

Reference to publication where the method is described
in detail.

EXÄMPLE:

Code NÄAFN

Name Sodium, digestible in HNO3, atomic absorption
in fiame, direct aspiration

Äbstract Ä partial volume of the sample is digested in
7M HNO3 under pressure of 200 kPa for 30
minutes Ädd destilled water and caesium
chloride to eliminate disturbances The
concentration is determined with AAS with an
air-acetylene fiame at 589 0 nm

Detiim 0 003 mg/kg dry weight

Reference: Swedish Standard 028160
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ÄNNEX VIII: FLÄG AND STÄTISTICÄL STÄTUS INFORMATION

FLÄG INFORMATIOW :

:FLÄG CODE FLÄG CONCEPT

E Estimated from measured value
L Less than detection limit (given as value)
G Exceedance of given limit (1...n)
S Calculated value sensitive to irreg. of series
P Calculated value affected by extreme(s)
U Statistically unreliahle (outlier)
C Possible effect of contamination
M Missing value
D Determination of species not unarnbiguous

Ännual (Ä) minimum (Ä)
Monthly(M) minimum (Ä)
Ännual fÄ) mximum (Z)
Monthly (M) maximum (Z)
Ännual (Ä) arithmetic average (X), mean
Monthly (M) arithmetic average (X), mean
Ännual (Ä) weighed mean (W)
Monthly CM) weighed mean (W)
Ännual (Ä) median (M)
Monthly CM) median (M)
Ännual (Ä) standard deviation (D)
Monthly (M) standard deviation (0)
Ännual (Ä) sum (S)
Monthly (M) sum(S)
Value unique with respect to time (P)

Combinations of flags are possible, eg. LS, LM, MS etc.
When combinations are used, the flags should be given in
alphabetic order.

STÄTUS INFORMATION

CONCEPTCODE STÄTUS CONCEPT

AA
MÄ
ÄZ
MZ
ÄX

O MX
O ÄW

MW
AM

0MM
ÄD
MD

0ÄS

MS
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ÄNNEX IX. HARDWARE & SOFTWÄRE CONFIGURÄTIONS OF THE CENTRE
Date: 1.4.1989

Hardware and software configurations of the Programme
Centre are here described in general. It will be
possible for researcliers from participating countries
to visit and to stay for some period at the Environmental
Data Centre for research purposes through arrangements
of “Contribution in Kind”, Special computer programmes
for data analysis and evaluation may be developed by
researchers staying at the Centre, as well as elsewhere
providing that the programmes are compatible or
integrated with the configurations described.

The IM-database is (as many of the Environmental Data
Systems of the Finnish Environinental Äuthorities)
created on a VÄX 8530 mainframe computer of the
National Board of Waters and the Environment. The
hardware configuration of the computer comprises:

- VÄX 8530 CPU
-RÄM32MB
- hard disc space 2500 MB
- mg-tape station 6250/1600 bpi
- line printer 600 rows/minute
- 2 graphical printers (CÄLCOMP/HP)
- Ethernet (connecting terminais and laser

printers)
(- yMS operating system)

The VÄX 8530 will in 1990 be clustered with another
VÄX computer. The mainframe is workable from ca 100
working stations (some of which graphical) through the
Local Ärea Network (DECNET). Other physical units of
the NBWE and the Ministry of the Environment (with its
own base computer, MicroVax II) have joined the
Environmental LÄN (Local Area Network) of central
Helsinki and have access to the mainframe system.

The IM-database is liuilt as a relational data base
using the INGRES-package which comprises following
modules: INGRES-relational database, Structured QL and
QUEL (4-GL), VIFRED (Form editor), INGRES-Äpplication
by Forms and INGRES-Report Generator.

Programme modules exist for conversion of INGRES-based
data into SÄS-formats. Data may lie analysed with the
SÄS-package comprising: SAS-basics, SÄS-graphics,
SÄS-FSP, SÄS-ÄF, SÄS-ETS. Other statistical and
graphical packages of the N3WE are the IMSL and the
GPGS-F.

Digitalized data are handled with the national GIS
package (FINGIS) written in Fortran. Modules for
information retrieval from INGRES to FINGIS enabies
cartographic subarea information to lie analysed
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together with coordinate-based information in the
database.

Calculation and modelling programmes written in either
Fortran 77 or C languages may be embedded in programmes
of INGRES.
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ÄNNEX X: EXÄMPLES FROM NCC CODE LISTS

Excerpt from systematic part of code list 34
(vascular plants)

GYMN JES Gyuinocarpium jessoense
GY JE.PA jessoense ssp. parvulum ÖSTBRAKEN
JESS*ROB jessoense * robertianum
GYMN HET Gymnocarpfum • heterosporwn

GYMN ROR robertianum KALKBRAXEN

BLECHNAX 13LECHNACEAE (1 gen, 1 sp)

BLECHNUZ BLECHNUM SP.
BLEC SPI spicant KAMBRÄKEN

POLYPODX FOL.YE’ODXACEAE (1 gen, 2 sp)

POLYPODZ POLYPODIUM SP.
>POLY VUE vuigare STENSÖTA

POLY INT interjectum DANSK STENSOTA

MARSILEX MAFSILEACBAE (1 gen, 1 sp)

PILULARZ PILULARIA SP.
PILU OLO giobulifera KLOTORÄS

GYMNOSPE cNOSPERMAE

PINACEAX F’INACEAIE (6 gen, 39 sp)

ABIES Z ABIES SP.
ABIE PRO procera KASKADGRAN
A3IE CON concolor COLORADOGRAN
ABIE GRA grandis KUSTGRAN
ABIE LAS lasiocarpa BERGGRAN
ABIE SIR sibirica PICHTAGRAN
ABIE NOR nordmanniana NORDMANNSGRAN
ABIE BAL balsamea RALSANGRAN
ABIE ALB aiba SILVERGRAN
ABIE CEP cephalonica GREKGRAN
ABIE HOM homolepis NIKKOGRAN
ABIE KOR koreana KOREAGRAN
ABIE PIN pinsapo SPANSKGRAN
ABIE VEI veitchii FUJIGRAN

?SEUDOTZ PSEUDOTSUGA SP.
PSEU MEN menziesii DOUGLASGBAN

TSUGA Z TSUGA SP.
TSUG HET heterophylla VÄSTAMERIKANSK HEMLOCK
TSUG DIV diversifolia NORDJAPANSK HEMLOCK

PICEA Z PICEA SP.
PICE ARI abies
P1 AB.AB abies ssp. abies GRAN

>PI AB+VM abies f. viminalis SLOKGRAN
>PI AB+VR abies f. virgata ORMGRAN

P1 AB.OB abies ssp. obovata ALTAIGRAN
PICE OLA glauca VITGRAN
GLAU*SIT glauca * sitcliensis HYBRIDGRAN
PICE ENG engelmannii ENGELMANNSGRAN
PICE MAR mariana SVARTGRAN
PICE PUN pungens BLÄGRA11
PICE SIT sitchensis SITKAGRAN
?ICE OMO omorika SERBISK GRAN

KODCENTRALEN
134 3I 1 ?iksmuseet 1 ASPIDIACEAE 85055-EÖ

S-1O. 05 STOCKHOLM
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Excerpt from systematic code list DÄ (analytical

determinands)

CÄN CALCIUM NONFILTERED

CÄNF Calcium, nonfiltered, atomic absorption in fiame, direct

aspiration. REF: SS 028161, SFS 3018.

CÄ NT Calcic jon, nonfiltered, titrimetric determination with

— EDTÄ and calcon carbonic acid as indicator. REF: SS

028119.

CÄÄ CALCIUM DIGESTIBLE

CÄÄFN Calcium, digestible in HNO3, atomic absorption in fiame,

direct aspiration. REF: SS 028161, SFS 3018.

CDC CALCIUM CENTRIFUGED

CDCF Calcium, centrifuged, atomic absorption in fiame, direct

aspiration. REF: SS 028161.

CAE CALCIUM EXTRACTAULE

CAEAF Calcium, extractable in acetate-lactate, filtered,

atomic absorption in fiame, direct aspiration. REF:

Kungiiga Lantbrukstyrelsens Kungörelse 1965: 1.

CÄEVF Calcium, extractable in water, filtered, atornic absorp

tion in fiame, direct aspiration. REF: Kodiista GO

Undersökningar i landmiljö (SNV 84151).

CÄR CALCIUM RESPIRABLE SUS?ENDED

CÄRF Calcium, respirable suspended, atomic absorption in

fiame. REF: Kodiista AO Undersökningar av luft och

nederbörd (SNV 83393).

CAMG C A L C 1 U M M A G N E S 1 U M (1 fract., 2 meth.)

CAIvIGN CALCIUM MAGNESIUM NONFILTERED (TOTAL HARDNESS)

CAMGNF Total hardness, calcium magnesium, nonfiltered, atomic

absorption in fiame, direct aspiration. REF: SFS 3018.

CAMGNT Total hardness, calcium magnesium, nonfiltered, titri

metric determination with EDTA and Erjochrome Black T

as indicator. REF: SS 028121, SFS 3003.

NORDIC CODE CENTRE METÄLS CODE LIST DA 1








